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1 Preface

Purpose of this document

· Subject: Deployment, backups, maintenance, scaling, distribution, security, privileges,
networking issues, startup/shutdown and so on.

Audience

This document provides configuration and administrative data needed by the Administrator of
a SQLstream system to properly set up and manage such a system.

Related Documents

· SQLstream Concepts Guide

· Getting Started with SQLstream

· SQLstream Installation Guide

· SQLstream SQL Reference Guide

· Guavus s-Server Integration Guide

· SQLstream Glossary of Terms

2 Starting and Stopping SQLstream Server

Starting the Guavus s-Server

To start your Guavus s-Server, double-click its desktop icon:

Or run the script named "s-Server", located in the bin directory:

 $SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-Server/bin/s-Server

If you have included $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin in your PATH then you can just run

 s-Server
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Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX. 

Note: On most Linux systems, one way to to add $SQLSTREAM_HOME to your system's
path is by creating a script file in /etc/profile.d with lines of code similar to the following:

SQLSTREAM_HOME="/opt/sqlstream/5.1.0.15221/s-Server"

export SQLSTREAM_HOME

PATH=$PATH:$HOME/bin:$JAVA_HOME/bin:$SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin

export PATH

Confirming that Guavus s-Server is running

To confirm that Guavus s-Server is running, do one of the following:

· Check if s-Server appears in SQLstream s-Studio.

· Use jps -l to confirm that "AspenVJdbcServer" is running. (This is the actual name of
s-Server.)

Start SQLstream s-Studio

Once the Guavus s-Server is started, you can open SQLstream s-Studio by double-clicking
its desktop icon or by running the SQLstream script from any directory. When you launch s-
Studio, you will need to enter connection information for your installation of s-Server.

If the server is running, s-Studio should connect to it and its icon will appear in the left pane of
s-Studio:

Use jps -l

Guavus s-Server runs as a Java Virtual Machine called  "AspenVJdbcServer"

To confirm that Guavus s-Server is running, you can use the Java jps -l command. (See
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/tools/unix/jps.html for more detail on this
command.) This command will produce something like the following if s-Server is running:

6301 sun.tools.jps.Jps

2560 com.sqlstream.aspen.server.AspenVJdbcServer
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Stopping the Guavus s-Server

To stop the Guavus s-Server, type:

    !quit

into the Guavus s-Server terminal window. This will stop the server, create a checkpoint
backup of the repository, and close the window.

If there are open client connections to the server (for example, if the user interface is running),
the server will alert you and continue running.

If you need to stop the server in spite of open client connections, type:

!kill

into the Guavus s-Server terminal window. This will force closure of the connections, then
stop the server and create a checkpoint backup of the repository.

In the event that neither !quit nor !kill is able to stop the server, you can type Ctrl+C into the
Guavus s-Server terminal window. This will abort the server and shut down the repository, but
will not create the checkpoint backup of the repository. When you next restart the server, it will
restore the previous checkpoint backup, so any changes made to repository objects since
then will be lost. Obviously, this option should only be used in extreme circumstances.

For more information on catalogs and checkpoints, see the topics Backups and Code Control
in this guide.

2.1 Managing s-Server as a Service

You can choose to run s-Server as a service. This is an option in the installer. Once s-Server
is installed as a service, it will automatically start whenever the machine on which s-Server is
running is started. 

You can also manually start, stop, and restart the s-Serverd service using standard Linux
service commands.

The s-Serverd service can be found in:

/etc/init.d/s-serverd

Starting, stopping, and restarting the service

You can start, stop, restart, and check the status of s-serverd using the following standard
Linux service commands:
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Command Result

service s-serverd start Starts service

service s-serverd stop Stops service (equivalent to !kill)

service s-serverd restart Stops then starts service.

service s-serverd status Tells whether s-serverd is running

Setting a checkpoint

You can specify a checkpoint for start, stop, and restart, using the following syntax:

service s-serverd stop <checkpoint name>

or 

service s-serverd stop --with-checkpoint <checkpoint name>

Use the same syntax to set a checkpoint for restart. Note: If you do not specify a checkpoint
when stopping, a default checkpoint will be used when the service stops.

Once you establish a checkpoint, you can start the service at the same point by indicating the
checkpoint name in the start command:

service s-serverd start <checkpoint name>

or

service s-serverd start --with-checkpoint <checkpoint name>

Using systemctl to Manage Guavus SQLstream Services 

When you install SQLstream services such as s-serverd, webagentd, s-dashboardd, and
streamlabd Linux services, yuou can manage these services using systemctl. This command
must be run by using sudo or when logged in as the root user.

sudo /bin/systemctl start s-serverd.service

sudo /bin/systemctl stop s-serverd.service

sudo /bin/systemctl restart s-serverd.service

sudo /bin/systemctl status s-serverd.service

If you install these services through the Linux Service Management framework (systemd), the
Guavus SQLstream installer also configures sudo privileges for the sqlstream user to
start/stop/restart these services with a sudo command without prompting for a password.

That is, you can use the following commands when logged in as sqlstream:

sudo /bin/systemctl start s-serverd.service

sudo /bin/systemctl stop s-serverd.service

sudo /bin/systemctl restart s-serverd.service

sudo /bin/systemctl status s-serverd.service
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sudo privileges are granted to manage SQLstream services only. Any other commands
executed through sudo will prompt for a password, depending on how/if sudo privileges are
configured for those commands.

3 Configuring s-Server

System parameter configuration

You can customize the operation of the Guavus s-Server in a number of ways, through
SQLstream s-Studio (the user interface) and other components such as plugins and drivers.
Note that a Plugin JAR file added to the standard $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin directory is
not automatically added to the Guavus s-Server CLASSPATH unless a symlink to that JAR is
put into the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/autocp directory (see the Readme file in the
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/plugin/autocp directory).

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX. 

This chapter examines each of these mechanisms and the standard parameters they control.

You can set and read parameters in several ways. It is important to distinguish how and
where you do so because, for example, you need to know which parameters override others.
In general, changes to properties should be put in
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.custom.properties: see Overriding Java Parameters.

In broad terms, the parameters you can configure are these:

· Repository parameters

· Java parameters

· Tracing parameters

· Adapter and SQL/MED parameters

Data and Wallclock time

SQLstream strongly recommends that administrators use NTP (Network Time Protocol) on
all computers to ensure that system clocks are closely synchronized. However, the system
will still operate correctly if there is an offset between clocks.

Time Zone

By default, s-Server and s-Studio are set to operate in UTC/GMT. SQLstream strongly
recommends leaving this setting intact unless you are absolutely sure that all SQLstream
components (including all agents) are running in the same time zone. Time zone is set by a
JVM parameter called user.timezone defined in th e defintAspenRuntime.sh script.
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Repository parameters

The SQLstream repository contains all the definitions of objects (schemas, streams, views,
etc.) defined in your system. In addition to these objects, the repository holds various
parameters regarding the internal operation of the repository itself, called system parameters.

You set repository parameters using SQL:

ALTER SYSTEM SET <name> = <value>;

ALTER SESSION SET <name> = <value>;

Note that parameter names are mixed-case identifiers, so you will need to enclose them in
double quotes. For example, to set the databaseMaxSize parameter to 100000, you would
type

ALTER SYSTEM SET "databaseMaxSize" = 100000;

The SYSTEM and SESSION designators determine the scope of the parameter being set. There
are three levels of scope for a repository parameter: SYSTEM, DEFAULT, and SESSION, as
explained in the following table.

Scope level Meaning

SYSTEM Value applies to the whole system (all nodes, all sessions).

DEFAULT Value applies to all SESSIONs that do not specifically override the value.

SESSION Value applies only to the current session.

SYSTEM and DEFAULT scope persist across restarts of the server. SESSION scope applies
only to a running session. For details, see the topics ALTER SESSION and ALTER SYSTEM
in the SQLstream SQL Reference Guide.

System parameters

System parameters determine the extent and behavior of the Guavus s-Server. You can set
the values for the entire system or for a particular session, using the ALTER SYSTEM and
ALTER SESSION commands. Different parameters may take effect at different times, as
indicated by the "Update Policy" entries in the following table.

Most parameter changes take place either immediately or the next time the system is started.
A few are immutable, but are included in the table for reference; treat them as read-only
parameters.

Note, however, that configuring Guavus s-Server to accept JDBC driver connections from
other hosts, even if the server is behind a NAT router, requires additional preparation as
described in the subtopic Configuring JDBC Driver Connections from Other Hosts below.
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Parameter Type and Usage Default
Value

Update
Policy

cachePagesInit 32-bit integer (number of pages)

Sets number of  buffers to allocate from the

OS for Fennel's data cache (also used as a

pool for volatile scratch memory allocated by

ExecStreams). Increasing it after startup

causes new  free buffers to be allocated;

decreasing it causes buffers to be released

(flushing them first if  they contain dirty data).

Note that this memory is NOT part of the JVM

heap, although it shares the same virtual

memory address space.

5000 Immediate.

cachePageSize 32-bit integer (number of bytes; must be a

pow er of 2). Determines contiguous size of

memory buffers allocated by cache. Also

determines contiguous size of pages stored

on disk; these are the elemental allocation

units for all disk-based data structures such

as indexes.

65536 Immutable after

database

creation.

cachePagesMax 32-bit integer (number of pages). Determines

upper bound for number of pages cache can

allocate. On startup, actual upper bound is set

to the larger of this parameter and

cachePagesInit. Subsequently, changes to

cachePagesInit are limited by upper bound

calculated at startup.

70000 Takes effect on

startup.

cacheReservePercentage 32-bit integer (percentage betw een 1 and 99,

inclusive). Usage: The percentage of the

Fennel data cache that should be set aside

for global resource usage. The remainder w ill

be available to allocate to individual

statements.

5 Immediate.

calcVirtualMachine String, one of CALCVM_FENNEL,

CALCVM_JAVA, or CALCVM_AUTO. Usage:

Controls w hich calculator virtual machine is

used for evaluating SQL row  expressions.

CALCVM_FENNEL uses a virtual machine

implemented inside Fennel. CALCVM_JAVA

generates and compiles Java code on the f ly.

CALCVM_AUTO allow s the optimizer to

choose a blend of the tw o calculators based

on cost or other factors. Changing this

parameter causes all entries to be discarded

from the code cache.

CALCVM_AUTO Immediate.

checkpointInterval 32-bit integer (seconds, 0 to disable timer-

based checkpoints). Sets the interval

betw een automatic timed checkpoints.

Regardless of this setting, checkpoints may

occur at other times as w ell (e.g. w hen the

system detects that free log space is low , or

w hen an administrator issues the explicit

CHECKPOINT command).

300 Takes effect on

startup.

codeCacheMaxBytes 64-bit integer (number of bytes, 0 for

disabled, -1 for unlimited). Usage: Sets the

size of the Farrago code cache, w hich is

used for optimizer plan caching and SQL/MED

data w rapper pooling. Setting to MAX causes

the cache to grow  w ithout bound except for

the JVM heap size. Setting to MIN disables the

code cache, discarding any currently cached

entries. Setting to a f inite value causes LRU

victimization according to rough estimates on

per-object memory usage.

2000000 Immediate.

databaseIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to disable

auto-increment). Determines number of pages

by w hich to automatically extend the db.dat

f ile w hen all existing pages have been

allocated.

1000 Takes effect on

startup.

databaseInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages). Determines

the number of pages desired w hen

calculating the initial size of Fennel's db.dat

f ile.

1000 Only used at time

of database

creation;

immutable after

that.

databaseMaxSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 for

unlimited). Determines maximum size to w hich

db.dat f ile can grow . Further allocations w ill

fail even if space remains in the f ile system.

0 Takes effect on

startup.

databaseShadow LogIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to disable

auto-increment). Determines number of pages

by w hich to automatically extend the

shadow log.dat f ile w hen all existing pages

have been allocated.

1000 Takes effect on

startup.

databaseShadow LogInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages). Determines

the number of pages desired w hen

calculating the initial size of the

shadow log.dat f ile. This f ile is recreated

every time Fennel is loaded, and is used as

part of physical recovery.

2000 Takes effect on

startup.

databaseTxnLogIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to disable

auto-increment). Determines number of pages

by w hich to automatically extend the

txnlog.dat f ile w hen all existing pages have

been allocated.

1000 Takes effect on

startup.

databaseTxnLogInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages). Determines

the number of pages desired w hen

calculating the initial size of the txnlog.dat f ile.

This f ile is recreated every time Fennel is

loaded, and is used as part of logical

recovery.

2000 Takes effect on

startup.

deviceSchedulerType String (name of scheduler implementation).

Controls the scheduler used for disk I/O.

threadPool means to fake asynchronous I/O

via a thread pool, and use buffered f ile

access. On Linux, aioLinux means to use

libaio for asynchronous I/O, w ith O_DIRECT

for unbuffered f ile access. The default is to to

use libaio if  available, otherw ise to fallback to

threadPool. On Window s, ioCompletionPort

(the default) means to use asynchronous I/O

via completion ports and unbuffered f ile

access. In all cases, if  an unrecognized or

unsupported value is set, the system silently

reverts to default behavior to avoid causing

startup failures.

null (let system

decide)

Takes effect on

startup.

expectedConcurrentStatements 32-bit integer (number of statements).

Indicates to the resource governor w hat is

expected to be the maximum number of

concurrent statements executing at any given

time. It is used by the resource governor to

determine the maximum resource allocation

for each statement.

4 Immediate.

fennelDisabled boolean. Determines w hether Fennel native

code components are loaded w hen the

system starts up.

false Takes effect on

startup.

groupCommitInterval 32-bit integer (milliseconds). Determines the

amount of time to w ait during commit in the

hope that the commit's disk w rite can be

combined w ith that of other concurrent

transactions.

30 Takes effect on

startup.

jniHandleFile String (f ile-system path). See Fennel Jni

Handle Tracing

{empty string} Takes effect on

startup.

resourceDir String (f ile-system path). Sets the location of

FennelResource.properties (or localized

variant).

$SQLSTREAM_H

OME/s-Server/

catalog/fennel

Takes effect on

startup.

sdpListenerPort 32-bit integer, -1 for personality-based

defaults. Sets the port number on w hich to

listen for SDP connections (This is the port

number specif ied in client JDBC URL's).

How ever, for connections from other hosts,

see also the Netw ork Configuration

subsection below  entitled Configuring JDBC

Driver Connections from Other Hosts.

-1 (implies 5570

for SQLstream

personality)

Takes effect on

startup.

tempIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to disable

auto-increment). Determines number of pages

by w hich to automatically extend the temp.dat

f ile w hen all existing pages have been

allocated.

1000 Takes effect on

startup.

tempInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages). Determines

the number of pages desired w hen

calculating the initial size of the temp.dat f ile.

This f ile is recreated every time Fennel is

loaded.

1000 Takes effect on

startup.
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Reading system parameters

To read the values of the system parameters, you can execute the following two queries,
either using sqllineClient or SQLstream s-Studio:

SELECT * FROM SYS_FEM."Config"."FennelConfig";

SELECT * FROM SYS_FEM."Config"."FarragoConfig";

Each system parameter has its own column, named for the parameter. The value in the
column is the current value of the parameter.

Java parameters

Most of the SQLstream system is written in Java, so some of its behavior can be controlled
using Java properties. Some of those parameters are passed on the command-line to the
Java virtual machine by the startup script, s-Server and the auxiliary script
defineAspenRuntime.sh. You can also set parameter values for the server by using the file
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.properties.

Java properties are only used to control bootstrap behavior (startup activities before the
server is up and running) such as setting initial tracing and network configuration.

The currently-implemented Java parameters all deal with Network Configuration. Fore more
details, see the topic Network Configuration in this guide.

Overriding Java parameters

You should not edit the file aspen.properties itself. Rather, if you want to override or add a value,
put that parameter into a file called aspen.custom.properties in the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-
Server directory. This enables you to make your own set of changes without having to modify
the standard parameters.

When the Guavus s-Server starts up, it reads its Java parameters in the following order, with
each successive source potentially overriding the preceding ones:

1. Parameters from aspen.properties (read only)

2. Parameters from aspen.config (read only)

3. Parameters from aspen.custom.properties

4. Java system parameters with names beginning with "aspen."

As you can see, your entries in aspen.custom.properties can override the standard settings
distributed in aspen.properties or aspen.config, so there is no need to modify those files.

If you need to change the parameters passed to the Java runtime, such as the class path or
memory sizes, you will need to make those changes to the script
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin/defineAspenRuntime.sh.
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Parameter substitution

Java parameters can include other variables in their definitions. The syntax for these
references is much like that used for variables in a shell script, a dollar sign followed by the
name of the referenced variable inside curly braces, such as ${aspen.home.dir}. Undefined
parameters are treated as empty strings.

Thus, you can define file paths relative to the SQLstream installation directory, for example:

my.file.name=${aspen.home.dir}/temp/myfile.name

The same syntax can also be used within SQL/MED and adapter parameters.

Configuring JDBC Driver Connections from Other Hosts

The instructions in this section enable you to configure the Guavus s-Server to accept JDBC
driver connections from other hosts, even if the server is behind a NAT router.

SDP Requirements

The SQLstream JDBC driver connects to Guavus s-Server using SDP. SDP requires that the
hostnames match at both ends of a remote connection. That means that the server must
have

· An IP address reachable from client systems

· A host name that resolves to that address for the client (either through DNS or an
explicit host name mapping such as an entry in the client's /etc/hosts file)

· Configuration files that use the resolvable host name or the explicit IP address

Here are the configuration requirements:

/etc/hosts

Many Linux systems will, by default, assign a system's host name to the loopback interface
(IP address 127.0.0.1). For a server installation that other systems will connect to, you need
to ensure that the host name is explicitly assigned to the external IP address:

127.0.0.1 localhost

a.b.c.d hostName.domain hostName

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.properties

The aspen.properties file needs to specify the host name of the server in a way that can be
resolved by client systems or else use the IP address:

aspen.sdp.host=<hostName or a.b.c.d>
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JDBC URI

The client system connects to the server via a URI that uses the host name (or IP address)
just as specified in aspen.properties:

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://<hostName>:<port>, autoCommit=false

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://<a.b.c.d>:<port>, autoCommit=false

The port specified in aspen.controlnode.url must match aspen.sdp.port. The hostName or IP
address specified in aspen.controlnode.sdp.host and aspen.controlnode.url must 

3.1 Repository Parameters

The SQLstream repository contains all the definitions of objects (schemas, streams, views,
etc.) defined in your system. In addition to these objects, the repository holds various
parameters regarding the internal operation of the repository itself, called system parameters.

You set repository parameters using SQL:

ALTER SYSTEM SET <name> = <value>;

ALTER SESSION SET <name> = <value>;

Note that parameter names are mixed-case identifiers, so you will need to enclose them in
double quotes. For example, to set the databaseMaxSize parameter to 100000, you would
type

ALTER SYSTEM SET "databaseMaxSize" = 100000;

The SYSTEM and SESSION designators determine the scope of the parameter being set.
There are three levels of scope for a repository parameter: SYSTEM, DEFAULT, and
SESSION, as explained in the following table.

Scope
level

Meaning

SYSTEM Value applies to the whole system (all nodes, all sessions).

DEFAULT Value applies to all SESSIONs that do not specifically override the value.

SESSION Value applies only to the current session.

SYSTEM and DEFAULT scope persist across restarts of the server. SESSION scope applies
only to a running session. For details, see ALTER SESSION and ALTER SYSTEM in the
SQLstream SQL Reference Guide.

3.2 Configuring s-Server to Use SSL

This document describes how to enable s-Server to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
protocol for secure communication between itself, sqlline client, and other clients that access
s-Server through JDBC. SSL lets you use server authentication, client authentication, and
data encryption. It also contains steps for generating sample certificates and sample test
procedures to verify SSL communication status. Most users will likely want to use server
certification only.
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s-Server uses openSSL. We recommend having some familiarity with openSSL before using
this feature. Some knowledge of SSL-related concepts such as certificates, trust chains,
certificate authority concepts, and so on would also be helpful. Information about these can be
found here:

https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/openssl-essentials-working-with-ssl-
certificates-private-keys-and-csrs

To use client certificates, you need some familiarity with keytools and Java key storage
concepts. Information about these can be found here: 

https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/java-keytool-essentials-working-with-java-
keystores

This document covers the following main topics:

· Enabling SSL in s-Server.  (This enables encrypted data transfer.)

· Generating and Installing Self-Signed Certificates  (This enables encrypted data
transfer using certificates known to an enterprise.)

· Modifying Your Client to Work with a Secure s-Server. (This enables the client to work
with a secure s-Server.)

· Using Client Certificates with s-Server (This adds client authentication in addition to
encrypted data transfer.)

Overview of s-Server Technologies and Certificate Storage

s-Server is a streaming database that is written in both C++ and Java. 

The database runtime and the networking layer is written in C++. It uses boost+openssl for
SSL/TLS and cryptography. These use the openSSL keystore to store certificates.

The JDBC client and client side network layer is written in Java and uses apache-mina and
java security classes. These use the java keystore to store certificates.

s-Server is capable of using more recent encryption methods like ECDHE (Elliptic curve
Diffie–Hellman with ephemeral keys) for encryption. ECDHE has shorter keys, faster
performance and supports forward secrecy. For more information about ECDHE, see the
following links.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elliptic_curve_Diffie%E2%80%93Hellman

https://blog.cloudflare.com/staying-on-top-of-tls-attacks/

Enabling SSL in s-Server

The steps below describe how to enable encrypted data transfer using a server certificate
and key (but not a client certificate or key). s-Server requires both a certificate and a key to
use SSL. Sample self-signed certificates are installed with s-Server. These let you get started
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quickly. Once you are familiar with s-Server's implementation of SSL, you should replace
these with your own.

When SSL is enabled, s-Server will conduct a basic TLS handshake as described here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security#Basic_TLS_handshake

Before beginning, make sure that your certificate and key are in $SQLSTREAM_HOME. 

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX/s-Server. 

These are called cert.pem and key.pem. They need to be pem formatted. 

Note: When you create your own certificate and key, these must also be named cert.pem and
key.pem.

You can also keep them in a separate location and create symbolic links with the names
above.

To enable SSL:

1)  Add or change the following line in aspen.properties: 

aspen.sdp.tcpListenEnableSSL=true 

2)  Start sqllineclient with the following parameters 

./sqllineClient --tcpTrustAllSSL=true --tcpListenEnableSSL=true 9904 

Once connected, all communication between sqlline client and s-Server will be encrypted via
SSL. 

Note: The tcpTrustAllSSL parameter is optional and is primarily used with self signed
certificates. 

Note: You can require a private key password for SSL. See Passing a Private Key Password
to s-Server below.

To test that s-Sever is communicating via SSL, take the following steps:

1)  After changing aspen.sdp.tcpListenEnableSSL in aspen.properties, start s-Server. 

2)  Run the following openSSL command that acts as a client 

openssl s_client -connect localhost:9904 

It will connect and display connection information. 

You should see something like the following: 

..... 

subject=/C=US/ST=CA/L=San

Francisco/O=sqlstream.com/OU=development/CN=development.sqlstream.com 
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issuer=/C=US/ST=CA/L=San

Francisco/O=sqlstream.com/OU=development/CN=development.sqlstream.com 

--- 

No client certificate CA names sent 

--- 

SSL handshake has read 1176 bytes and written 421 bytes 

--- 

New, TLSv1/SSLv3, Cipher is ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 

Server public key is 1024 bit 

Secure Renegotiation IS supported 

Compression: NONE 

Expansion: NONE 

SSL-Session: 

    Protocol  : TLSv1.2 

    Cipher    : ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384 

To test that sqlline Client Connects via SSL, take the following steps:

Run the following openSSL command that acts as a server. 

openssl s_server  -accept 9904 -key ./key.pem -cert ./cert.pem  -debug -msg [ -

CApath /etc/ssl/certs ] 

Run the sqllineClient command below 

./sqllineClient --tcpTrustAllSSL=true --tcpListenEnableSSL=true 9904 

OpenSSL will display connection information along the following lines: 

<<< TLS 1.2 Handshake [length 0010], Finished 

....... 

CIPHER is ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA256 

Secure Renegotiation IS supported 

...... 

Checking for Client Handshake Errors 

To see errors, use the self signed certificate and start the server, and try to connect sqlline
without the tcpTrustAllSSL parameter. 

The connection will fail. Look at trace/ClientTrace.log around the following errors:

VirtualBox/127.0.1.1:9904) WARNING [15 2016-04-13 15:08:19.184]:

com.sqlstream.aspen.sdp2.StreamingDataProtocolImpl exceptionCaught 

SSL handshake failed.                                                                

              WARNING [15 2016-04-13 15:08:19.184]:

com.sqlstream.aspen.sdp2.StreamingDataProtocolImpl exceptionCaught SSL handshake

failed 

Generating and Installing Self-Signed Certificates 

The following commands are used to generate self-signed sample certificates, using elliptic
curve secp256r1. 

You can use the same steps to generate your own certificate with your own organizational
name and other information. 
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openssl genpkey  -algorithm RSA  rsa_keygen_bits:3072 ec_paramgen_curve:secp256r1 -out

server.key 

openssl req -new -key server.key -out server.csr 

openssl x509 -req -days 3650 -in server.csr -signkey server.key -out server.crt 

Once you have generated self-signed certificates, place them in $SQLSTREAM_HOME. 

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX/s-Server. 

These should be called cert.pem and key.pem. They need to be pem formatted. 

Modifying Your Client to Work with a Secure s-Server. 

This enables your Java client communicating over JDBC to work with a secure s-Server.

To write Java code for the JDBC Client that Uses SSL, you need to pass the same
arguments that the sqllineClient accepts in your Java code either through connection
properties or as part of the url.

Below is an excerpt of the actual sqllineClient code that in turn establishes the JDBC
connection.

            final Properties info = new Properties();
            info.put("user", username);

            info.put("password", password);

            info.put("tcpListenEnableSSL",

Boolean.toString(opts.gettcpListenEnableSSL()));

            info.put("tcpTrustAllSSL", Boolean.toString(opts.gettcpTrustAllSSL()));

            connection = theDriver.connect(url, info);

            meta = connection.getMetaData();

Alternatively, you can pass the same arguments as part of the URL string:

jdbc:vjdbc:sdp://localhost:9904;tcpTrustAllSSL=true;tcpListenEnableSSL=true

To try it, again use sqllineClient and escape the special chars at command line.

 ./sqllineClient -n sa -p test -u

jdbc:vjdbc:sdp:'/'/localhost:9904';tcpTrustAllSSL=true;'tcpListenEnableSSL=true

Using Client Certificates with s-Server

You can also set s-Server to accept only JDBC clients that provide client certificates. 

When enabled, s-Server will authenticate with certificates exchanged between server and
client, as described here:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security#Client-authenticated_TLS_handshake

You do so by enabling the following setting in aspen.properties:

sdp.ssl.client.verify_fail_if_no_peer_cert
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After you enable this setting, s-Server will require client certificates from JDBC clients.
Connections without such certificates will fail. The JDBC client should send the certificate to
the server under the alias com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.

Note: The server also has a setting called aspen.sdp.ssl.client.CApath for adding a certificate
verification path.

Enabling SSL for JDBC Clients

Client side certificates are in addition to the SSL on the server. Once enabled, s-Server will
authenticate the client by determining that it has a client side certificate.

To enable SSL for JDBC:

1. Make sure that s-Server is SSL enabled. 

2. Store your certificate under the alias com.sqlstream.client.jdbc

3. Acquire a certificate from a certification authority or use the command below for a self
signed certificate for testing purposes.

sudo keytool -genkey -alias com.sqlstream.client.jdbc -keyalg RSA -validity 3650 -

keystore /usr/lib/jvm/java-8-oracle/jre/lib/security/cacerts

It will ask you for the keystore password. The default password is “changeit”.

The client code honors standard Java keystore system settings and passwords, as described
in the following link.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/jsse/JSSERefGuide.html#

Customization

If no keystore and password are given, then the client uses the default keystore and
password. 

Using Self-Signed Certificates with JDBC

If you use a self-signed certificate then you need to import it to the server certificate store, so
that it can be trusted and verified.

To do so:

1. Export the self-signed certificate.

keytool -exportcert -alias com.sqlstream.client.jdbc -file

com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.der  -keystore /usr/lib/jvm/java-8-

oracle/jre/lib/security/cacerts

2. Convert it to from .der to .pem format.

openssl x509 -inform der -in com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.der -out

com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.pem

3. Copy it to the certificate store
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sudo cp com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.pem /etc/ssl/certs

4. Create a hashed link in the certs directory

cd /etc/ssl/certs

sudo ln -s com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.pem `openssl x509 -hash -noout -in

com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.pem`.0 

For more information on openSSL and certificates refer to the following link:

http://gagravarr.org/writing/openssl-certs/others.shtml#selfsigned-openssl

Check if your certificate can now be verified.

openssl verify [-CApath <ssl-base-dir>certs] com.sqlstream.client.jdbc.pem

If openSSL asks you to set -CApath set during verification, you likely need to set the 
verify_fail_if_no_peer_cert option in aspen.properties. Otherwise, the server may not locate the
verification path and fail to verify the certificates.

Next, run the openSSL server  that requires the client to send certificates:

openssl s_server  -accept 9904 -key ./key.pem -cert ./cert.pem  -debug -msg -Verify 10

[ -CApath /etc/ssl/certs ]  

The -Verify argument makes the client send the certificate and the openSSL server reject the
connection otherwise.

Verify that the server requires the client to send certificates.

In a separate terminal run the openSSL client, using the real/verifable server certificates.

openssl s_client -connect localhost:9904 -cert cert.pem  -debug -msg -

CApath /etc/ssl/certs

It should connect and display client certificate information towards the very end. Excerpts are
below.

subject=/C=US/ST=CA/L=San Francisco/O=sqlstream.com/OU=development/CN=client.jdbc 

issuer=/C=US/ST=CA/L=San Francisco/O=sqlstream.com/OU=development/CN=client.jdbc 

Try the same command without appending -cert. It should fail to connect.

Connect via sqllineClient

./sqllineClient --tcpListenEnableSSL=true 9904

It should connect and use SSL with client certificates.

Start your server and verify that it requires client side certificates

Set sdp.ssl.client.verify_fail_if_no_peer_cert before starting the server.

Connect to your server using openssl s_client with and without -cert flags.
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This will verify that your server requires client certificates.

Now, connect with sqllineClient. If it can connect, it means that the client certificates are
exchanged and verified.  

Note: When client side certificates are enabled you can control client access based on the
SHA1 fingerprint of the certificate. See Accepting or Rejecting Clients Based on Certificate
SHA1 Fingerprint below.

Importing Your Client side Certificate and Key into the Java Keystore

You need to import them via a pkcs12 keystore because the java keytool is not capable of
importing both cert and key.  Please refer to the relevant sections of this document:

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E19509-01/820-3503/6nf1il6er/index.html

Concatenate your cert and key into a single file referred as cert_key.pem below.

Then issue the following commands to import via a .pkcs12 store

cat mykey.pem mycertificate.pem >cert_key.pem

openssl pkcs12 -export -in cert_key.pem -out cert_key.pkcs12 -name

com.sqlstrem.client.jdbc -noiter -nomaciter 

keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore cert_key.pkcs12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -destalias

com.sqlstream.client.jdbc -destkeystore /usr/lib/jvm/java-8-

oracle/jre/lib/security/cacert

Troubleshooting SSL and Certificate Issues

You can use the following system settings to generate debugging information

-Djava.security.debug=all 

-Djavax.net.debug=all 

Also, the server logs will contain traces using SdpVerifyCallBack  tag.

Similarly, the client logs will contain traces with sun.security.ssl.

Passing a Private Key Password to s-Server 

You can, if you choose, require a private key password for communication with s-Server.

To do so, use the following commands to generate a password protected private key.

openssl genpkey  -algorithm RSA  rsa_keygen_bits:3072 ec_paramgen_curve:secp256r1 -out

server.key -passout -pass:"changeit" > key.pem 

openssl rsa -des3 -in key.pem -out key.new.pem 

cp key.new.pem key.pem 

openssl req -new -key key.pem -out cert.csr -subj "/CN=testpassword2" 

openssl x509 -req -days 3650 -in cert.csr -signkey key.pem -out cert.pem 

Verify that you can't open it unless you have the password.
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openssl rsa -noout -text -in server.key

Next, start the s-Server with the parameters above. If your server is started with incorrect
password, all the SSL and network communication will be unusable. 

Accepting or Rejecting Clients Based on Certificate SHA1
Fingerprint

When client side certificates are enabled you can control client access based on the SHA1
fingerprint of the certificate. s-Server will verify the certificate and if the fingerprint is in the list
then the connection will be accepted. s-Server has the following setting for this purpose.

aspen.sdp.ssl.client.acceptFPs

Here, you can designate a comma separated list of SHA1 finger prints. It is a 160 bit(20 byte)
number.

It needs to be encoded in hexadecimal with upper case letters., two letters/digit per byte. 

aspen.sdp.ssl.client.acceptFPs=D9A5A4C4448C6FEA9865E2827A583F3ADE47F0A9 

If the acceptFPs list is empty, then no fingerprint filtering will be done.

Other Settings for Client Communication with SSL

If you are using a version of openSSL other than the one installed on your system, or need to
add some other certificate path, you may need to set it manually.

Pasted below are all the aspen.properties settings related to clients

# With SSL on, require the client certificate, reject the connection if it fails to

verify 

aspen.sdp.ssl.client.verify_fail_if_no_peer_cert=true 

# The Certificate path to add to openssl in addition to the default path.

Usually /etc/ssl/certs 

# You may need to set this if you have a different openssl installation 

# that doesn't use the default on the system 

aspen.sdp.ssl.client.CApath=/etc/ssl/certs 

# With client certificates enabled, trust all certificates regardless of

verification. 

# Primarily used during setup while testing certificates 

aspen.sdp.ssl.client.tcpTrustAllSSL=true 

# With client certificates enabled, accept only the client certificates with matching

finger prints. 

# A comma separated string of SHA1 fingerprints of the certificates, hex encoded with

uppercase letters 

# Eg: D9A5A4C4448C6FEA9865E2827A583F3ADE47F0A9 

# Can be generated using: openssl x509 -noout -in cert.pem -fingerprint -sha1 

# aspen.sdp.ssl.client.acceptFPs=
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openSSL and Integrable Versions of s-Server

The integrable version of the product comes with openSSL 1.0.1. We recommend instead
using the openSSL that comes on your target system. That way, you can update it using
package tools like apt-get and yum.  Our product works with openSSL 0.9 through 1.0.2. The
installable version of the product uses whatever openSSL is available on the system.

Note: This only applies in very limited situations; generally, you should know if your
organization has integrated s-Server into their product.

3.3 Adapter and SQL/MED Parameters

SQLstream adapters and other SQL/MED access to external data use parameters specified
as OPTIONs in the DDL for their FOREIGN DATA WRAPPERs, SERVERs and any
FOREIGN STREAMs based on them. For more information, see the topics CREATE
FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER, CREATE SERVER, and CREATE FOREIGN STREAM in the
Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

To find the configuration options for a particular adapter, see the documentation for that
adapter. SQL/MED and related adapter matters are covered in the SQLstream Software
Development Kit (SDK).

Note that, like Java parameters, adapter and other SQL/MED parameters can perform
variable expansion and substitution. The variable reference takes the form of a dollar sign
followed by the name of the variable in curly braces. Such a property is evaluated at the time
the DDL is executed (define time).

For example, the following foreign server definition uses the variable aspen.home.dir to set
the root directory for its log files under the SQLstream installation directory:

CREATE OR REPLACE SERVER "WebAppServer"

    FOREIGN DATA WRAPPER "LogStream"

    OPTIONS (ROOT '${aspen.home.dir}/temp')

    DESCRIPTION 'Server for webapp login stream';

Variables whose values are undefined are empty. For example, if aspen.home.dir were
undefined, the ROOT parameter in the above example would evaluate as '/temp'.

Configuring JDBC Driver Connections from Other Hosts

The instructions in this section enable you to configure the Guavus s-Server to accept JDBC
driver connections from other hosts, even if the server is behind a NAT router.

SDP Requirements

The SQLstream JDBC driver connects to Guavus s-Server using SDP. SDP requires that the
hostnames match at both ends of a remote connection. That means that the server must
have

· An IP address reachable from client systems
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· A host name that resolves to that address for the client (either through DNS or an
explicit host name mapping such as an entry in the client's /etc/hosts file)

· Configuration files that use the resolvable host name or the explicit IP address

Here are the configuration requirements:

/etc/hosts

Many Linux systems will, by default, assign a system's host name to the loopback interface
(IP address 127.0.0.1). For a server installation that other systems will connect to, you need
to ensure that the host name is explicitly assigned to the external IP address:

127.0.0.1 localhost

a.b.c.d hostName.domain hostName

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.properties

The aspen.properties file needs to specify the host name of the server in a way that can be
resolved by client systems or else use the IP address:

aspen.sdp.host=<hostName or a.b.c.d>

JDBC URI

The client system connects to the server via a URI that uses the host name (or IP address)
just as specified in aspen.properties:

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://<hostName>:<port>, autoCommit=false

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://<a.b.c.d>:<port>, autoCommit=false

The port specified in aspen.controlnode.url must match aspen.sdp.port. The hostName or IP
address specified in aspen.controlnode.sdp.host and aspen.controlnode.url must be
resolveable/visible from both the client and the server.

3.4 System Parameters

System parameters

System parameters determine the extent and behavior of the Guavus s-Server. You can set
the values for the entire system or for a particular session, using the ALTER SYSTEM and
ALTER SESSION commands. Different parameters may take effect at different times, as
indicated by the "Update Policy" entries in the following table.

Most parameter changes take place either immediately or the next time the system is started.
A few are immutable, but are included in the table for reference; treat them as read-only
parameters.

Note, however, that configuring Guavus s-Server to accept JDBC driver connections from
other hosts, even if the server is behind a NAT router, requires additional preparation as
described in Configuring JDBC Driver Connections from Other Hosts.
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Parameter Type and Usage Default
Value

Update
Policy

connectionTimeoutMillis Long integer. Sets the timeout value for
JDBC connections. -1 means never time out 

86400000
milliseconds
(24 hours)

Takes effect on
startup

cachePagesInit 32-bit integer (number of pages)
Sets number of memory buffers to
allocate from the operating system for
internal data cache (also used as a
pool for volatile scratch memory
allocated by ExecStreams).
Increasing it after startup causes new
free buffers to be allocated;
decreasing it causes buffers to be
released (flushing them first if they
contain dirty data). Note: This
memory is not part of the JVM heap,
although it shares the same virtual
memory address space.

5000 Immediate.

cachePageSize 32-bit integer (number of bytes; must
be a power of 2). Determines
contiguous size of memory buffers
allocated by system cache. Also
determines size of contiguous pages
stored on disk. These are the
elemental allocation units for all disk-
based data structures such as
indexes.

65536 Immutable
after database
creation.

cachePagesMax 32-bit integer (number of pages).
Determines upper bound for number
of pages cache can allocate. On
startup, actual upper bound is set to
the larger of this parameter and
cachePagesInit. Subsequently,
changes to cachePagesInit are limited
by upper bound calculated at startup.

70000 Takes effect
on startup.

cacheReservePercentage 32-bit integer (percentage between 1
and 99, inclusive). Usage: The
percentage of the data cache that
should be set aside for global
resource usage. The remainder will
be available to allocate to individual
statements.

5 Immediate.

calcVirtualMachine Usage: Only used for testing.

CALCVM_FENNEL: use internal VM
for expression evaluation.

CALCVM_AU
TO

Immediate.
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CALCVM_JAVA: use java VM for
expression evaluation.
CALCVM_AUTO: let optimizer decide.

checkpointInterval 32-bit integer (in seconds, 0 to disable
timer-based checkpoints). Sets the
interval between automatic timed
checkpoints. Regardless of this
setting, checkpoints may occur at
other times as well.

300 Takes effect
on startup.

codeCacheMaxBytes 64-bit integer (number of bytes, 0 for
disabled, -1 for unlimited). Usage:
Sets the size of the Farrago code
cache, which is used for optimizer
plan caching and SQL/MED data
wrapper pooling. Setting to MAX
causes the cache to grow without
bound except for the JVM heap size.
Setting to MIN disables the code
cache, discarding any currently
cached entries. Setting to a finite
value causes LRU victimization
according to rough estimates on per-
object memory usage.

2000000 Immediate.

databaseIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to
disable auto-increment). Determines
number of pages by which to
automatically extend the db.dat file
when all existing pages have been
allocated.

1000 Takes effect
on startup.

databaseInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages).
Determines the number of pages
desired when calculating the initial
size of db.dat file.

1000 Only used at
time of
database
creation;
immutable
after that.

databaseMaxSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 for
unlimited). Determines maximum size
to which db.dat file can grow. Further
allocations will fail even if space
remains in the file system.

0 Takes effect
on startup.

databaseShadow LogIncrementSiz

e
32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to
disable auto-increment). Determines
number of pages by which to
automatically extend the
shadowlog.dat file when all existing
pages have been allocated.

1000 Takes effect
on startup.
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databaseShadow LogInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages).
Determines the number of pages
desired when calculating the initial
size of the shadowlog.dat file. This file
is recreated every time s-Server is
started, and is used as part of
physical recovery.

2000 Takes effect
on startup.

databaseTxnLogIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to
disable auto-increment). Determines
number of pages by which to
automatically extend the txnlog.dat file
when all existing pages have been
allocated.

1000 Takes effect
on startup.

databaseTxnLogInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages).
Determines the number of pages
desired when calculating the initial
size of the txnlog.dat file. This file is
recreated every time Fennel is loaded,
and is used as part of logical
recovery.

2000 Takes effect
on startup.

deviceSchedulerType String (name of scheduler
implementation). Controls the
scheduler used for disk I/O.
threadPool means to fake
asynchronous I/O via a thread pool,
and use buffered file access. On
Linux, aioLinux means to use libaio for
asynchronous I/O, with O_DIRECT
for unbuffered file access. The default
is to to use libaio if available,
otherwise to fallback to threadPool.
On Windows, ioCompletionPort (the
default) means to use asynchronous
I/O via completion ports and
unbuffered file access. In all cases, if
an unrecognized or unsupported
value is set, the system silently
reverts to default behavior to avoid
causing startup failures.

null (let
system
decide)

Takes effect
on startup.

expectedConcurrentStatements 32-bit integer (number of statements).
Indicates to the resource governor
what is expected to be the maximum
number of concurrent statements
executing at any given time. It is used
by the resource governor to determine
the maximum resource allocation for
each statement.

4 Immediate.
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fennelDisabled boolean. Determines whether Fennel
native code components are loaded
when the system starts up.
Note: Do not change this setting. It will
cause s-Server to stop functioning.

false Takes effect
on startup.

groupCommitInterval 32-bit integer (milliseconds).
Determines the amount of time to wait
during commit in the hope that the
commit's disk write can be combined
with that of other concurrent
transactions.

30 Takes effect
on startup.

jniHandleTraceFile String (file-system path). See Fennel
Jni Handle Tracing

{empty string} Takes effect
on startup.

resourceDir String (file-system path). Sets the
location of FennelResource.properties
(or localized variant).

$SQLSTREA
M_HOME/
s-Server/
catalog/fennel

Takes effect
on startup.

sdpListenerPort 32-bit integer, -1 for personality-based
defaults. Sets the port number on
which to listen for SDP connections
(This is the port number specified in
client JDBC URL's). However, for
connections from other hosts, see
also Configuring JDBC Driver
Connections from Other Hosts.

-1 (implies
5570 for
SQLstream
personality)

Takes effect
on startup.

tempIncrementSize 32-bit integer (number of pages, 0 to
disable auto-increment). Determines
number of pages by which to
automatically extend the temp.dat file
when all existing pages have been
allocated.

1000 Takes effect
on startup.

tempInitSize 32-bit integer (number of pages).
Determines the number of pages
desired when calculating the initial
size of the temp.dat file. This file is
recreated every time Fennel is loaded.

1000 Takes effect
on startup.

Reading system parameters

To read the values of the system parameters, you can execute the following two queries,
either using sqllineClient or SQLstream s-Studio:

SELECT * FROM SYS_FEM."Config"."FennelConfig";

SELECT * FROM SYS_FEM."Config"."FarragoConfig";
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Each system parameter has its own column, named for the parameter. The value in the
column is the current value of the parameter.

3.5 Java Parameters

Most of the SQLstream system is written in Java, so some of its behavior can be controlled
using Java properties. You can set some parameter values for the server by using the file
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.properties.

The parameters in this file are commented, and many of them are not implemented by
default. Consult this file for a full list of parameters. This help topic describes a subset of
parameters.

When writing code for SQLstream plugins, you can access the standard Java parameters
through the class com.sqlstream.aspen.core.AspenProperties, which is an extension of the
standard Java Properties class. The documentation for the AspenProperties class is included
with the SQLstream Software Development Kit (SDK). See the topic SQLstream Software
Development Kit (SDK) in the Integration Guide.

You should not edit the file aspen.properties itself. Rather, if you want to override or add a
value, put that parameter into a file called aspen.custom.properties in the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-

Server directory. This enables you to make your own set of changes without having to modify
the standard parameters.

When the Guavus s-Server starts up, it reads its Java parameters in the following order, with
each successive source potentially overriding the preceding ones:

1. Parameters from aspen.properties (read only)

2. Parameters from aspen.config (read only)

3. Parameters from aspen.custom.properties

4. Java system parameters with names beginning with "aspen."

Entries in aspen.custom.properties can override the standard settings distributed in
aspen.properties or aspen.config, so there is no need to modify those files.

If you need to change the parameters passed to the Java runtime, such as the class path or
memory sizes, you will need to make those changes to the script
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin/defineAspenRuntime.sh.

Parameter substitution

Java parameters can include other variables in their definitions. The syntax for these
references is much like that used for variables in a shell script, a dollar sign followed by the
name of the referenced variable inside curly braces, such as ${aspen.home.dir}. Undefined
parameters are treated as empty strings.

Thus, you can define file paths relative to the SQLstream installation directory, for example:

my.file.name=${aspen.home.dir}/temp/myfile.name
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Configuring JDBC Driver Connections from Other Hosts

The instructions in this section enable you to configure the Guavus s-Server to accept JDBC
driver connections from other hosts, even if the server is behind a NAT router.

SDP Requirements

The SQLstream JDBC driver connects to Guavus s-Server using SDP. SDP requires that the
hostnames match at both ends of a remote connection. That means that the server must
have

· An IP address reachable from client systems

· A host name that resolves to that address for the client (either through DNS or an
explicit host name mapping such as an entry in the client's /etc/hosts file)

· Configuration files that use the resolvable host name or the explicit IP address

Here are the configuration requirements:

/etc/hosts

Many Linux systems will, by default, assign a system's host name to the loopback interface
(IP address 127.0.0.1). For a server installation that other systems will connect to, you need
to ensure that the host name is explicitly assigned to the external IP address:

127.0.0.1 localhost

a.b.c.d hostName.domain hostName

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.properties

The aspen.properties file needs to specify the host name of the server in a way that can be
resolved by client systems or else use the IP address:

aspen.sdp.host=<hostName or a.b.c.d>

JDBC URI

The client system connects to the server via a URI that uses the host name (or IP address)
as specified in aspen.properties:

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://<hostName>:<port>, autoCommit=false

jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://<a.b.c.d>:<port>, autoCommit=false

The port specified in aspen.controlnode.url must match aspen.sdp.port. 
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Managing Memory Use

You can manage some aspects of memory use through the following parameters:

· aspen.aggregate.maximumDeadBucketRatio

· aspen.xo.buffersize

You can also enable a memory checker, which can warn you or shut down s-Server if system
memory use reaches defined limits.

aspen.aggregate.maximumDeadBucketRatio

s-Server makes frequent use of SQL windows. The WINDOW clause is a “rolling” query over
a given period of time, such as an hour, used to execute queries along the lines of “give me all
orders within the past hour” or “give me all vehicle with speeds over 55 for the past five
minutes." Because streaming data continually updates, windows are an important part of both
querying and performing calculations on streaming data. Windows need to be aggregated in
some way, using, for example, SELECT DISTINCT or GROUP BY. 

For every logical grouping in a SELECT DISTINCT or GROUP BY statement, s-Server
creates a "bucket." This might be all rows with a single column with the same value, such as
"customer_id", or all rows with two column values that are the same, such as "customer_id"
and "advertiser_id". Buckets use memory, but creating buckets requires processing power.
Depending on your data and the way you've structured your GROUP BY statement, you could
end up with either

1) a large number of buckets

or 

2) a smaller number of buckets that are used over and over again

Buckets that are currently in use are "live"; buckets that are not being used are "dead." You
can implement the aspen.aggregate.maximumDeadBucketRatio parameter to keep some "dead"
buckets live, by setting a ratio between dead and live buckets.  By default, s-Server maintains
a ratio 3.0, for example, which means "maintain a total number of dead buckets of 3x the
number of live buckets." 

You can change this setting using the aspen.aggregate.maximumDeadBucketRatio parameter,
using the following guidelines:

· Keeping more buckets "live" uses more memory, but can increase performance if you are
reusing the same buckets over and over.  If performance is a problem, try increasing the
number.

· Keeping more buckets "dead" uses less memory, but can decrease performance if you are
using the same buckets over and over. If memory is a problem, decrease the number (even
to zero).
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xo.buffersize

s-Server uses a scheduler to control when and in which order it performs tasks. Each task
consumes one core. With systems that have lots of cores, the scheduler may cause a
bottleneck. In these cases, increasing the buffer size will decrease the overhead for the
scheduler, by increasing the maximum amount of work that an xo does.

This parameter controls the size of buffers used to transmit between xos. It defaults to 1M. If
you have lots of cores, increasing this number may increase performance.

aspen.aggregate.useResultBuffering

This parameter controls whether the streaming aggregate xos will buffer their results so that
they can start processing input before downstream xos have processed their output.

By default, this parameter is set to true, and keeping it set to true maintains increased
throughput. If you are running low on memory, setting this parameter to false will cause s-
Server to use less memory at the expense of throughput.

# aspen.aggregate.useResultBuffering=true

aspen.xo.useDoubleBuffering

This parameter controls whether or not to use double buffering between xos that that do not
allocate their own buffers. By default, this is set to true, which allows for more parallelism at
the expense of some scheduler overhead. In some cases, setting this to false might reduce
performance overhead. This would involve a machine with few cores and/or an application
with very long or very many pipelines. In these cases, you may not gain much from double
buffering, and setting their parameter to false may increase performance.

Managing Low Memory Events

You can enable a memory checker in s-Server. The memory checks the total system
memory use, and can either warn you if memory has reached a defined limit ratio, or shut
down s-Server if checks the total system memory use, and can either warn you if memory
has reached a defined limit ratio.

Once enabled, the memory checker shutdown will shut down s-Server if memory use
(defined either in terms of ram or swap) reaches the ratio defined in
aspen.sched.memoryChecker.shutdown.limitRatio.

Once enabled, the memory checker warning will log a warning to trace.log and the error
stream if memory use (defined either in terms of ram or swap) reaches the ratio defined in
aspen.sched.memoryChecker.warning.limitRatio.
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Option Definition

aspen.sched.memoryChecker.sh
utdown.enabled

Defaults to false. Once enabled, the memory checker
shutdown will shut down s-Server if memory use (defined
either in terms of ram or swap) reaches the ratio defined
in aspen.sched.memoryChecker.shutdown.limitRatio

aspen.sched.memoryChecker.wa
rning.enabled

Defaults to false. Enables memory checker warning.
Once enabled, the memory checker warning will log a
warning to trace.log and the error stream if memory use
(defined either in terms of ram or swap) reaches the ratio
defined in
aspen.sched.memoryChecker.warning.limitRatio

aspen.sched.memoryChecker.me
mory.type=swap

Can be "swap" or "ram". Type of memory used for
memory checkers. Defaults to swap.

aspen.sched.memoryChecker.sh
utdown.limitRatio

0 to 1. 0.25 means 25% of memory. Memory checker
shuts down s-Server when this limit is reached. Defaults
to swap: 0.2, ram: 0.98.

aspen.sched.memoryChecker.wa
rning.limitRatio

0 to 1. 0.25 means 25% of memory. Memory checker
posts a warning when this limit is reached. Defaults to
swap: 0.1, ram: 0.88.

      

3.6 Network Configuration for SQLstream

A SQLstream system currently makes one type of network connections:

· Clients receiving data by means of SDP, on default port 5570. (SDP is
SQLstream's own streaming data protocol.)

SDP connections use TCP transport and require a valid route from the client driver to the
server. However, a server can be configured to use a different port, as described below.

Note that the jdbc connection string refers to the Guavus s-Server using a particular SDP
port: jdbc:sqlstream:sdp://host:port. The suffix port is optional, since the SQLstream client
driver automatically supplies "5570" as the default SDP port value. However, if the server is
actually using a different SDP port, its number must appear explicitly in the connect string.

Configuration Properties

Both types of connections, for requesting or receiving data, can be configured by setting the
properties listed in the table below.

Configuration properties can be found (in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/s-Server/support) in either
aspen.config or in the main properties file, aspen.properties. However, those files are not to
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be edited directly: the properties can be overridden by editing aspen.custom.properties,
including the SDP port property aspen.sdp.port.

Configuration Element Configuration
Parameter

Port on which the server listens for SDP connections from the driver aspen.sdp.port

Default: 5570

Maximum transmission unit (MTU) for SDP connections.
It is the maximum size of a TCP packet in a SDP connection.

aspen.sdp.mtu

Default: 65536

Number of milliseconds between sending SDP EchoRequest frames.
Echo frames are pings inside of an SDP connection.

aspen.sdp.pingTime
rMs

Default: 2000

Minimum number of milliseconds of idle time on a given link before timing out the
link on the assumption that the connection is broken or that the peer has crashed

aspen.sdp.linkTimeo
utMs

Default: 10000.

Throw exception: If true and link becomes mis-synchronized, exception is thrown.
Exists for debugging; for production, should be set to false.

aspen.sdp.throwOn
ProtocolError

Default: false.

Maximum size of a block of row data sent from the driver to the server. If multiple
rows can fit inside of a buffer of size blocksize, then they will be packed into one TCP
packet. MTU doesn't effect how many tuples are in a TCP packet, it only limits the
maximum size of a TCP packet.

aspen.sdp.blocksize

Default: 65536, the
maximum.

Minimum value is
512.

Number of independent blocks a driver can receive. Generally the number of
statements running on a specific driver. This is rarely used.

aspen.sdp.rxblocksi
ze

Default: 4. Minimum
value is 2.

Maximum value is
maximum value of
Java Integer class.
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Multiple NIC cards

SQLStream generally binds its server to the "ANY" TCP IP address (0.0.0.0) which allows it to
listen for network connections from any IP for which the host is receiving traffic. Generally this
is only one public IP address and one loopback IP address (usually 127.0.0.1).

On some more complex production server environments, machines can have multiple NIC
cards which might handle traffic on different IP addresses and/or networks. In these
environments, SQLStream can be configured to listen for network connections upon one and
only one IP address if desired. The default is still to bind to all IPs.

To bind to a single IP, you must enter the desired IPv4 address in the
aspen.custom.properties file as both the aspen.controlnode.sdp.host property and
aspen.controlnode.url property. In the case of the aspen.controlnode.url property, enter the
value in the following format sdp://<IPv4 address>:<port>. The port may be omitted and in
this case you should remove the trailing : as well.

Some common network-related problems

· Firewalls. Make sure that the SDP ports used by SQLstream are open and that valid
routes between the driver and server exist.

· NATs. Drivers can be behind NATs but if the server is behind a NAT it will require port
forwarding unless both the driver and server are behind the same NAT. This is because
a driver must be able to open connections on the server.
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3.7 Ports for Guavus SQLstream Components

The following diagram summarizes the ports that operate between Guavus SQLstream components:

Guavus SQLstream uses the following ports

s-Server

s-Server, the central component of the Guavus SQLstream system, listens on port 5570 (SDP2). 

In order for applications (including s-Studio and WebAgent) to access s-Server directly from a remote

computer, the firewall on the host computer for s-Server must allow incoming traffic on port 5570. The

firewall on the computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound traffic on port 5570.

WebAgent

WebAgent, the HTTP server that exchanges data with s-Server, listens on port 5580. The firewall on its

host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5570. 

In order for applications (including StreamLab and s-Dashboard) to access WebAgent directly, the

firewall on the host computer for WebAgent must allow incoming traffic on port 5580. The firewall on the

computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound traffic on port 5580. Since WebAgent
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handles connections to s-Server, these applications do not need to be open to s-Server (and likely

should not be).

StreamLab

StreamLab listens on port 5585 (ROSE) and 5590. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to

communicate with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5580.

In order for users to access StreamLab through a browser, the firewall on the host computer for

StreamLab must allow outgoing traffic on ports 5585 and 5590.

s-Dashboard

s-Dashboard listens on port 5595. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to communicate

with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5580. 

In order for users to access s-Dashboard through a browser, the firewall on the host computer for s-

Dashboard must allow outgoing traffic on port 5595.

4 Using Trace Files

SQLstream uses the standard Java logging interface (defined in the package java.util.logging)
to trace execution for debugging purposes. Trace files can let you troubleshoot stream
functioning during development. Errors logged to the trace log are also available in the global
error stream. See the topic Global Error Stream in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Manual for more details.

The trace log also contains information on parser progress. See Periodic Parser Statistics
Logging below.

Configuration files

To control the depth of the logging and the formatting of the output, Java logging uses external
configuration files in the standard Java properties format. You determine the location of these
files during installation. By default, SQLstream uses the following logging configuration files:

Component Configuration File Default Trace Log File(s)

Guavus s-Server /var/log/sqlstream/Trace.properties /var/log/sqlstream//Trace.log

/var/log/sqlstream/ApplicationTrace.log

SQLstream s-

Studio and other

client tools

/var/log/sqlstream/ClientTrace.properties /var/log/sqlstream/ClientTrace.log

The Guavus s-Server configuration controls tracing to two different log files: Trace.log and
ApplicationTrace.log. 

Trace.log This is the "master" trace, which includes all trace information for the entire
server. 
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ApplicationTrace.log This contains only trace information relevant to installed application
components (such as plugins, user-defined transforms, and SQL statements).

ClientTrace.log  This records trace messages generated by client interaction with
Streaming Data Protocol or JDBC; that is, all client interactions with s-Server.

You can modify the properties files to change the default logging. Before doing so, you should
save a copy of the original, unmodified file. 

Note: The installed files are made read-only by default so as to avoid accidental modification.

Changing Tracing Levels

Because trace files are intended for debugging, by default, very little is logged to these files.
You can change the default tracing level by editing the Trace.properties or ClientTrace.properties

file. To view more logging, open one of the properties files in a text editor and uncomment
(remove the "#") lines such as the following (both from ClientTrace.properties):

#com.sqlstream.aspen.jdbc.level=FINE

#com.sqlstream.aspen.sdp.level=FINE

You can also change the tracing level for a particular package or class. For example,
suppose you created a set of plugins that you want to debug at a high level of tracing. If the
plugins are all part of a package called com.example.plugin, you can add the following to your
Trace.properties:

com.example.plugin.level=FINEST

See also the topic Error Logging in the Streaming SQL Reference Guide.

Limiting Trace Log Size

The default tracing configurations are intentionally set for development mode, with no limit is
placed on the maximum size of a trace file. Once you move to production, it is important to
change these settings to prevent trace files from eventually using up all available disk space.

There are two ways to limit trace files: 

· By placing a limit on the maximum size of any single trace file 

· By specifying that trace files should "roll over". (This option is enabled by default.)
"Roll over" means that the first time a trace file is full, it will be saved with a "1"
appended to the filename, and a new trace file will be started. Subsequent rollovers
will be given a ".2" extension instead, and so on up to the maximum trace file count
defined in the configuration file (set to 20 by default). Once that limit has been
reached, the oldest trace file is deleted each time a new one is created.

To control the maximum file size and rollover count, change the following properties in the
file /var/log/sqlstream/Trace.properties:
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Trace.log Property Name Default

File size java.util.logging.
FileHandler.limit

10000000 bytes

Rollover count java.util.logging.
FileHandler.count

20

Application
Trace.log

Property Name Default

File size com.sqlstream.aspen.
trace.ApplicationLogConfigurator.limit

10000000 bytes

Rollover count jcom.sqlstream.aspen.
trace.ApplicationLogConfigurator.count

20

For SQLstream s-Studio, use the following properties
in /var/log/sqlstream/ClientTrace.properties:

ClientTrace.log Property Name Default

File size java.util.logging.
FileHandler.limit

10000000 bytes

Rollover count java.util.logging.
FileHandler.count

20

If you set file size limit to zero, the file will never roll over, even if a rollover count is set.

Using Different Configuration Files

You can override which logging configuration file SQLstream uses by overriding the value for
the property java.util.logging.config.file. To do so, set the property in the file
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/aspen.custom.properties. To change the user interface logging
configuration file, set the property in $HOME/.SQLstreamrc.

For example, to use the file /usr/local/MyTrace.properties for user interface logging
configuration, add the following line to the .SQLstreamrc file in your home directory:

java.util.logging.config.file=/usr/local/MyTrace.properties

Summarizing Error Messages

By default, s-Server reports a periodic summary of errors, in order to avoid bloating the trace log.

However, this means that the global error stream contains only the summary counts and a few sampled

bad rows. If you turn off sampling, you get all the bad rows traced and reported to the error stream.

To adjust sampling, you can change properties in the aspen.properties file: For more information on

modifying aspen.properties, see the topic Managing Java Parameters in the Guavus s-Server

Administrator Guide.

When this property is set to false, s-Server reports every late row in both the trace log and error stream.
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When this property is set to true, true, s-Server reports the first event and then reports every 15 seconds

after the first event.

aspen.trace.sampleLateRows=false

You can also specify that s-Server report every row that causes a calculator error. When this property is

set to false, s-Server reports every row that causes a calculator error. When this property is set to true,

s-Server reports the first calculator event and then reports calculator events every 15 seconds.

aspen.trace.sampleFailedRows=true

Periodic Parser Statistics Logging

The trace log contains information on how parsers are reading data from external sources
such as log files, Kafka, Amazon Kinesis, and AMQP. This is known as Periodic Parser
Statistics Logging. These sources are read through the Extensible Common Data Adapter.
For more information on parsing data from external sources, see the topic Reading Data from
Other Sources in the Integrating Guavus SQLstream with Other Systems guide.

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

You can control how often s-Server logs parser statistics with the following entry in
Trace.properties:

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common.input.logPeriod=10

This value determines how often in minutes that s-Server logs parser statistics. By default it
is set to every 10 minutes. 

For each Extensible Common Data reader open, the trace log lists information on the
following:

Statistic Description

Throughput Bytes per second of input processed over the previous period.

Runnable Percent of time that the parser was running (or runnable but waiting for an available
core to run in).

Blocked waiting for
input

Percentage of time that the parser was not runnable because it was waiting for more
input to process.

Blocked waiting for
downstream writes

Percentage of time that the parser was not runnable because of backpressure from
downstream processing.

Statisticcs on runnable and blocked parsers are approximated based on sampling log parser
statistics. You can control sampling and reporting by changing the following parameters in
Trace.properties:
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Parameter Definition

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common
.input.logPeriod

How often in minutes to log parser statistics. Defaults to 10. Set
to 0 to disable logging.

com.sqlstream.aspen.namespace.common
.input.probeFrequency

How may times per logPeriod should parser statistics be
sampled. Defaults to 100.

Example from Trace Log

INFO: Parser for LOCALDB.TEST_READER.P_Pump: throughput=12598532bps, runnable 20%,

blocked waiting for input 80%, blocked waiting to write downstream 0%

5 SessionManagement

SQL contains commands to control the environment of SQL sessions, and to manage
transactions within them.

Commands for session management

The following commands can be used from within a SQL session to control the session
environment. The commands are available in both interactive sessions (for instance, a
session created via SQLLine) and programmatic sessions created via JDBC.

For more details on using SQLline, see the SQLline guide.

SET CATALOG

Sets the name of the catalog from which schemas, tables, and other database objects will be
resolved. The default catalog is called "LOCALDB". You can override the catalog by using
fully-qualified object names:

SELECT * FROM LOCALDB.SALES.Emps. 

SET SCHEMA

Sets the name of the default schema from which tables, streams and other database objects
will be resolved. For more details, see the topic SET SCHEMA in the s-Server Streaming
SQL Reference Guide.

SET PATH

Sets the path where the system looks to find plugins such as user-defined functions and
foreign servers. For more details, see the topic  SET PATH in the s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Guide.
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Transactional commands

SQLstream has limited support for transations. The SQL standard provides the following
commands, but they may have no effect, or have effect only on data stored in tables.

The commands are available in both interactive and programmatic sessions.

CHECKPOINT

This command is unsupported at this time. SQLstream processes every record with a best
effort guarantee.

COMMIT

This affects only DML operations (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) upon tables. An INSERT to a
stream is automatically committed when it is sent to a Guavus s-Server. For performance
reasons, rows inserted into a stream at not necessarily sent to Guavus s-Server from the
client immediately. Commit behaves like a flush in that respect. Autocommit has the same
effect but on every tuple. So to achieve the best performance, autocommit should be disabled
and commit shouldn't be called.

For tuples inserted into tables, commit behaves in the same fashion as traditional databases.
It causes data to be flushed to disk and ensures that it won't be lost upon a failure to another
operation.

ROLLBACK

This affects only DML syntax (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) upon tables. An INSERT to a
stream cannot be rolled back once it has been sent to a Guavus s-Server. This command
has the standard SQL behavior regarding commits to tables.
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SAVEPOINT

This command is unsupported at this time.

ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT

This command is unsupported at this time.

Administrative commands

There are commands available to an administrator to kill sessions and statements of other
users. For more detail, see the subtopics KILL_SESSION, KILL_STATEMENT,
KILL_STATEMENT_MATCH in Managing and Monitoring.

Client commands for session management

Most interactive JDBC clients have extensive commands for session management. These
commands are often confused with SQL session management commands, especially if they
have similar syntax. For example, in SQLLine you can say

!set timeout 10

Commands of this nature are not sent to the server, and are specific to the client. For details
of these commands, consult the documentation for your JDBC client.

For more details on using SQLline, see the SQLline guide.

JDBC and connection pools

What SQLstream calls a session, JDBC calls a connection. When you create a connection
using the SQLstream JDBC driver, a session is created on the Guavus s-Server. When you
close that connection, the session is closed.

You may choose to use a connection pool to manage sessions. A connection pool reduces
the overhead of creating connections by creating connections in advance, storing unused
connections in a pool, and giving clients a connection from the pool when they ask for a new
connection.

Connection pools are popular in transaction processing environments and application
servers, where there are many threads using connections for short periods of time, which
can make the overhead of creating a connection more significant. In a SQLstream system,
statements (and therefore connections) tend to have long lifetimes. The overhead of creating
connections is lower, and therefore connection pools are not as important.
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6 Monitoring s-Server and Components Overview

You can use a number of techniques to monitor s-Server and its components. The topic s-
Server Features for Managing and Monitoring describes system views and system
procedures related to monitoring and management. This topic provides an overview of
monitoring s-Server and its components.

You can use Apache Kafka to automate the distribution of streaming workloads. See
Automatic Distribution of Streaming Workloads with Apache Kafka in the topic Automatic
Distribution of Streaming Workloads Across Federated s-Server Instances in the Guavus s-
Server Integration Guide.

You may also find it useful to also incorporate generic system monitoring tools including:

· SMTP for verifying system presence, monitoring processing load, disc and memory
usage.

· JMX  for remote monitoring of suitably enabled Java VMs, such as for monitoring
Kafka brokers.

For information on these tools, please see your operating system's documentation.

To ensure that your system remains operational, you should monitor all servers in some way
(see Monitoring the Monitors below for information on managing monitoring systems
themselves).

Monitoring SQLstream Products

Services/Processes

Process Memory

Log Files

Monitoring webAgent

s-Server Self Monitoring

Open Ports

Services / Processes

SQLstream service PIDs are recorded in pid files under /var/run/sqlstream. 

For each service to be monitored, verify that:

1. The pid file exists (if not, the service has been cleanly shut down)

2. The process corresponding to the pid is running (if not, the service has died
unexpectedly)

s-Server itself has two pid files: s-serverd.pid for the core and jvm.pid for the Java VM.
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Here is a simple bash fragment to check process status, and report UP, BROKEN or DOWN
for each:

    for s in $SERVICES
    do

       pid=0

       message=

       pidfile=/var/run/sqlstream/$s.pid

       if [ "$s" = "snmpd" ]

       then

           # this is not owned by sqlstream, so use simpler method

           sudo service snmpd status > /dev/null

           if [ $? -eq 0 ]

           then

               status=UP

               message="service running normally"

           else

               status=DOWN

               message="service not running"

           fi

       elif [ -e $pidfile ]

       then

           pid=`cat $pidfile`

           pgrep --pidfile $pidfile > /dev/null

           if [ $? -ne 0 ]

           then

               # there is no matching process

               status=BROKEN

               message="process not running"

               # should we restart the service?

               # restart $s

           else

               # all good - process running

               status=UP

               message="service running normally"

           fi

           if [ -z "$pid" ]

           then

               pid=0

           fi

       else

           status=DOWN

           message="service not running"

       fi

   

       # send the service status in all cases, as we are using it to drive alerts as well
as status monitor

       echo "$server,$s,$status,$pid,$message" >> $serviceStatusFile

       statustext="$statustext - $s:$status"

  done
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Process Memory

We recommend using your operating systems utilities and/or jstack to monitor heap size for
the various SQLstream processes. 

Here is a simple bash function to check heap size for a given JVM. Parameter 1 is the name
of the service (such as jvm or webagentd). The PID and heap stats are returned in jspid and
jstats (the latter contains two values, current and max heap size).

function getJavaStats() {

   if [ -f /var/run/sqlstream/$1.pid ]

   then

       # process is apparently running

       # TODO check pid is not broken

       jspid=`cat /var/run/sqlstream/$1.pid`

       jstats=`jstat -gc  $jspid | tail -1 | awk '{ print ($3 + $4 + $6 + $8 + $10),

",", ($1 + $2 + $5 + $7 + $9) }' | tr -d ' ' `

   else

       jspid=0

       jstats="0,0"

   fi

}

The heap size required will vary substantially depending on the nature of the processing
pipelines installed. The important thing is to establish a normal pattern, then identify
exceptional conditions when they occur. 

Log files

The default locations for trace/log files are:

Service Trace/Log Directory Log Filename

s-serverd /var/log/sqlstream which is a link to

$SQLSTREAM_HOME/trace 

Trace.log.<n>

webagentd $SQLSTREAM_HOME/../
../clienttools/webagent/trace

Trace.log.<n>

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/5.0.XXX/s-Server. 

Monitoring webAgent

If you are using webagent, you can monitor it using its /status API. A tool for accessing this
API is available at port 5580 at whatever host is running WebAgent.

If you launch webAgent manually (if you are not running it as a service, you will need to enable
the -a option when you launch WebAgent in order to make the API available.
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If there is no response at all, that may be because the agent is down or it could be that the
agent is up but is currently unable to connect to s-Server.

Here is a very simple bash function to check the webagent status (returned as waStatus):

function checkWebAgentStatus () {

   WAPORT=5580

   rm -f /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.json /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.log  2>/dev/null

   if [ -f /var/run/sqlstream/webagentd.pid ]

   then

       # apparently running

       # TODO - check service is not broken

       #wget localhost:$WAPORT/status -O /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.json -

o /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.log 2>&1 >/dev/null

       # seems curl is more likely to be available

       curl --silent -o /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.json localhost:$WAPORT/status   2>&1

>/dev/null

       if [ $? -ne 0 ]

       then

           # there was some problem with the fetch

           waStatus="UNREACHABLE"

       else

           # we got a status back

           grep "\"message\":\"OK\"" /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.json 2>&1 >/dev/null

           if [ $? -eq 0 ]

           then

               # status was apparently OK

               waStatus="UP"

           else

               waStatus="BROKEN"

               # save a timestamped copy of the file

               mv /tmp/sqlstream/wastatus.json /tmp/status/wastatus.$tstamp

           fi

       fi

   else

       waStatus="DOWN"

   fi

}

Self Monitoring of Guavus s-Server

Guavus s-Server 5.1 includes extensive self-monitoring capabilities that can be integrated into
a monitoring framework. See Managing and Monitoring Guavus s-Server and Using Telemetry
to Monitor Performance sections of the Administration Guide for more information.

Open Ports

See Configuring Ports for Guavus SQLstream for a list of (default) ports used by Guavus
SQLstream. 

Note: Some of these port allocations can be modified either during the installation process,
or when starting services / processes. For more information, see the documentation or
contact SQLstream Support.
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Application-Specific Monitoring

Checking that data is being processed

A very simple way of telling that data is being processed is to arrange for some sort of
summary data to be delivered to a file every minute (or at some other suitable frequency).

As well as giving application-level statistics (such as counting input rates) this provides
immediate assurance that the end-to-end process is running.

· Use the ECDA adapter for writing to a file (see Writing to the File System). For the
FILENAME_DATE_FORMAT use a partial format - for example ‘HH’. This will ensure
that the file is rotated each hour, and a maximum of 24 hours worth of data is
retained. 

· Periodically monitor the directory for the latest file, and raise an exception if is more
than 2 aggregation periods old.

Of course in a complex system there may be many inputs and outputs; each of these could
be monitored by tapping off the processing pipeline in this way.

Using SQLstream as a Monitoring Solution

It is of course possible to build a monitoring system using SQLstream itself. Data flows can
be aggregated and analysed; changes to data flow patterns can be detected and alerted on.
Long term storage of the data into a database is simple.

Monitoring Options

File based monitoring on the individual SQLstream servers may be inconvenient, unless there
is already a standardised monitoring agent present on the application nodes (for example,
logStash as a companion to Kibana). As an alternative, consider push/send (or use agents to
receive/pull) the periodic messages direct to a central monitoring service.

Wherever possible the system being monitored should be unaware of the monitoring
framework. The monitoring framework should be able to scale easily from monitoring a
simple, single application node to monitoring one or more clusters.

Push vs Pull

One of the first decisions to be taken is whether the application should push monitoring data
to the monitor, or the monitor should poll data from the application.

Push Mechanisms Available

· Network sockets: the lowest common denominator, very simple to implement. No
protection against loss of data, and the flow is point-to-point (so there is no failover
and no.
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· Kafka: provides a “lingua franca” transport mechanism that includes data store and
forward, replay, and replication. The SQLstream application service doesn’t need to
be aware of where the monitor is running - it only needs to have a list of (at least
some) Kafka brokers.

Other MQs: as for Kafka

A big advantage of the push approach is that the monitor doesn’t have to worry which
application nodes to monitor; it can passively accepts data from any running system (as long
as messages are all identified by originating server).

Pull Mechanisms Available

· SQLstream JDBC (SELECT STREAM … FROM …)

· SQLstream ECDA Agents

· SQLstream Federation

The monitor can pull data (without polling) by setting up streaming queries at the monitored
application nodes. These can pull data into a SQLstream processing pipeline for further
monitoring, or ECDA agents can hand off the data into a local flat-file on the monitor server,
assuming that will be loaded/processed by the monitoring software.

The drawback with pull-based approaches is that the monitor needs to set up queries to all
application nodes (SQLstream s-servers). This can substantially increase the complexity of
the monitor. The monitor of course also needs to know exactly which application nodes are
expected to be running at any time.

If the SQLstream monitor needs to access the SQLstream application service directly, they
both need to use the same version of the SQLstream JDBC driver. If you want to be able to
upgrade the monitor independently of the application, you should consciously break this
dependency; instead use message transport mechanisms that are not SQLstream version
dependent, such as Kafka or network sockets.

Conclusion

Generally, a push-based approach is likely to be the easiest to build and deploy. If Kafka is in
wide use, consider benefiting from its store-and-forward and replay capabilities.

Location of monitor analysis processing

Analytical processing can take place either in the application node or at the central monitor.
The choice will depend on many factors:

· Analytical capability of the monitor compared to the SQLstream application.

· Processing loads at application and monitor servers.

· Preference for encapsulation of application-specific functionality (the monitor does not
/ should not need detailed knowledge of the application).
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· Can the necessary metrics be calculated at the source? Of course some application-
specific final stage of aggregation is always required at the monitor - but where
possible make this as application-neutral as possible. 

o For example: use a single stream for counting transaction volumes for all
transactions across all application nodes. Then new transactions can be
added to the application without modifying the monitor.

o This also allows higher level aggregations (eg count of total volume, as well
as volume by transaction).

Monitoring the Monitors

There is always a risk that monitoring systems and subsystems can themselves fail. 

To mitigate that, we recommend that you always include some basic stand-alone monitoring
or alerting on every application and monitor node. This may be as simple as some bash
scripts and email alerters, or it could use common network monitoring tools such as Nagios.
These tools should be completely independent of the main application components (such as
Kafka and SQLstream).

6.1 s-Server Features for Managing and Monitoring

This section describes system views and system procedures useful to a system
administrator for managing and monitoring a running SQLstream system.

All system views and system procedures described here are located in the schema
SYS_BOOT.MGMT. The code for the system procedures is in the java package
net.sf.farrago.syslib). The SQL command ALTER SYSTEM can also modify various system
parameters. For more details, see the topic ALTER SYSTEM in the s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Guide.
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Monitoring views

View Description

SESSIONS_VIEW Displays all active sessions. Each row describes a
session, giving a unique session id, and such attributes
as the jdbc connection URL, the user, the transaction
status, and so on.

STATEMENTS_VIEW Displays all executing statements. Each statement has
a row, which gives a unique statement id, and such
attributes as the containing session
(as its session id, from the sessions_view), the start
time, the SQL being executed, the current value of any
dynamic parameters, and so on.

SESSION_PARAMETERS_VIEW Displays private parameter settings for the current
session

REPOSITORY_PROPERTIES_VIEW Displays properties of the MDR repository used to
store Farrago's catalog.

OBJECTS_IN_USE_VIEW Displays which objects are in use by which
statements.

PAGE_COUNTS_VIEW Displays statistics about tables, columns, and indexes

ROW_COUNTS_VIEW Displays statistics about tables, columns, and indexes

HISTOGRAMS_VIEW Displays statistics about tables, columns, and indexes

HISTOGRAM_BARS_VIEW Displays statistics about tables, columns, and indexes

SEQUENCES_VIEW Displays the state of generated columns

Scripts

Some of these views are used in scripts, such as the support scripts with extension .sql
found in the SQLSTREAM_HOME/support/sql directory for use in querying your database
schemas and configurations. Other examples of scripts appear in the demo subdirectories of
the SQLSTREAM_HOME/demo directory.

In SQLline you can use the !run command to execute any such script, using the following
template:

!run <support script name>.sql

For more details on using SQLline, see the guide Using SQLline.

Most script names describe what they do, and some scripts use the views named above.
Here are three examples:

!run showSessions.sql

This command uses the SESSIONS_VIEW in running the following command:

select id, system_user_name, session_user_name,url from sys_boot.mgmt.sessions_view;

!run showStatements.sql
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This command uses the STATEMENTS_VIEW in running the following command:

select * from sys_boot.mgmt.statements_view;

select * from table(sys_boot.mgmt.session_parameters());

This command uses the SESSION_PARAMETERS_VIEW in running the following command:

select * from sys_boot.mgmt.statements_view;

The SQLSTREAM_HOME/support/sql directory includes the following support scripts:

showFennelConfig.sql showFarragoConfig.sql showForeignServers.sql

showForeignStreams.sql showProcedureColumns.sql showProcedures.sql

showPumps.sql showSchemas.sql showSessionParams.sql

showSessions.sql showStatements.sql showSystemInfo.sql

showTableColumns.sql showTableColumnsAll.sql showUsers.sql

Management UDXs (user defined transforms)

UDX Description

REPOSITORY_INTEG
RITY_VIOLATIONS()

Checks for integrity violations in the MDR repository.

THREADS Lists threads running in the JVM.

UDX
THREAD_STACK_ENT
RIES

Dumps the stack for each thread

UDX SYSTEM_INFO Retrieves information about the environment in which

SQLstream is running (e.g., environment variables,

system properties, and OS and hardware information).

UDX
PERFORMANCE_COU
NTERS

Monitors performance counters such as cache hit ratios.

Utility functions

Function Description

SLEEP Can be used to introduce an artificial delay into a SQL statement.
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Management Procedures

Procedure Description

FLUSH_CODE_CACHE Discards all entries from the global code cache.

STAT_SET_ROW_COUNT Synthesizes an artificial row count for a table

STAT_SET_PAGE_COUNT Synthesizes an artificial page count for an index

STAT_SET_COLUMN_HISTOGRAM Synthesizes an artificial histogram for a column

KILL_STATEMENT An administrator can kill an executing statement by
calling the system procedure
KILL_STATEMENT(statement_id) which
terminates a single statement, specified by id
(as seen in STATEMENTS_VIEW).

Killing a statement aborts its execution and frees all
resources allocated to the statement. A corresponding
JDBC Statement will be invalidated, and any JDBC
ResultSet will be terminated (with an SQLException to
indicate that the statement was killed from outside.)

KILL_STATEMENT_MATCH KILL_STATEMENT_MATCH(sql fragment)
terminates all statements whose
sql commands contain the provided text.

KILL_SESSION An administrator can kill an active session by calling the
system procedure KILL_SESSION(id).
The session is specified by the id that appears in the
sessions_view.
Killing a session kills all statements executing in the
session, aborts any transactions, and frees all allocated
resources. A corresponding jdbc Connection is
invalidated: any further use gets an SQLException.

(However, if the optional boolean cancel_only parameter
is specified as true for any of the kill calls, then the effect
is just to request an asynchronous cancel and return
immediately; no wait or resource release is performed,
and the session or statement remains valid.)
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6.2 Ports for Guavus SQLstream Components

The following diagram summarizes the ports that operate between Guavus SQLstream

components:

Guavus SQLstream uses the following ports

s-Server

s-Server, the central component of the Guavus SQLstream system, listens on port 5570
(SDP2). 

In order for applications (including s-Studio and WebAgent) to access s-Server directly from a
remote computer, the firewall on the host computer for s-Server must allow incoming traffic
on port 5570. The firewall on the computer hosting the application must similarly allow
outbound traffic on port 5570.

WebAgent

WebAgent, the HTTP server that exchanges data with s-Server, listens on port 5580. The
firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on port 5570. 

In order for applications (including StreamLab and s-Dashboard) to access WebAgent
directly, the firewall on the host computer for WebAgent must allow incoming traffic on port
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5580. The firewall on the computer hosting the application must similarly allow outbound
traffic on port 5580. Since WebAgent handles connections to s-Server, these applications do
not need to be open to s-Server (and likely should not be).

StreamLab

StreamLab listens on port 5585 (ROSE) and 5590. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server.
In order to communicate with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow
outbound traffic on port 5580.

In order for users to access StreamLab through a browser, the firewall on the host computer
for StreamLab must allow outgoing traffic on ports 5585 and 5590.

s-Dashboard

s-Dashboard listens on port 5595. It uses WebAgent to connect to s-Server. In order to
communicate with WebAgent, the firewall on its host computer must allow outbound traffic on
port 5580. 

In order for users to access s-Dashboard through a browser, the firewall on the host
computer for s-Dashboard must allow outgoing traffic on port 5595.

7 Using Telemetry to Monitor Performance

Telemetry provides information on the structure, status, and progress of data flowing in s-
Server, such as the net input and output bytes for a particular stream, when a stream started
processing data, and when a stream stopped processing data. Telemetry allows you to see
the overall structure of your data pipelines, how your data is flowing and where it is actually
transformed, and the progress and throughput of data moved through pipelines, so that, for
example, you can identify performance-slowing bottlenecks. The management views
SESSIONS_VIEW and STATEMENTS_VIEW may both be useful in identifying graphs and
nodes related to your streaming application. 

This topic contains the following information:

· Background Concepts: Stream-graphs, Nodes, and s-Server

· Reading Telemetry Data

o Filtering Data

· Table/Stream Overviews

· Common Use Cases

o Monitoring Memory Use

· Moving Telemetry Data into a Native Stream

· How RECENT Works

· Full List of Column Descriptions
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Background Concepts: Stream-graphs, Nodes, and s-Server

To understand telemetry and related concepts, it helps to have a clear picture of how s-
Server computes the results of a query.

s-Server consist of two layers:

1. A query engine that maintains a collection of SQL definitions and translates a SQL
statement into a specified data-flow.

2. A data engine that executes and coordinates these data-flows.

The specification of a data-flow is called a physical query plan. The actual data flow is called
a stream graph, which is a chain of stream nodes, each of which is a small software machine
that applies some relational operation to its input data stream(s) to produce is output data
stream(s). Stream graphs are also referred to as stream operators. Nexus nodes are defined
by a CREATE STREAM statement. They are freestanding nodes to which other stream graphs can connect and
disconnect, in order to receive or deliver data.

In the most common case, a node has 1 input and 1 output, and so the graph is a linear chain
of operations. But data flows can merge and split, and the graph of a new query can connect
to the graphs of existing queries as they run. 

Reading Telemetry Data

Telemetry data is available through system functions that you can query using SQL.
Functions are available as both tables and streams. Tables provide a single snapshot of the
server, while streams return continually-updating information.
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These functions take the following arguments:

Argument Definition

SESSION getStreamGraphInfo and getStreamOperatorInfo only. Sessions refer to a single
connection to s-Server. You can designate a session ID, or use 0 to mean all
sessions. 

To determine session, you can query sys_boot.mgmt.sessions_view:

select session_name, id from sys_boot.mgmt.sessions_view;

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

This query will return results along the following lines:

Session_Name: LOCALDB.StreamLab_Output_Buses.pipeline_2_step_3-to-
pipeline_2_out_sink_1-Pump

ID: 7338

You should be able to identify your desired session by session_name. Use the
corresponding ID to get information on this session. See the topic s-Server
Features for Managing and Monitoring  for more details on
sys_boot.mgmt.sessions_view.

RECENT In seconds, how recent a snapshot is required. 0 will force a new snapshot, 10
means use a extant snapshot no more than 10 secs old. You can use RECENT
to get a pair of results that match the same snapshot. For more detail, see How
RECENT Works below.

Note: It's a good idea to add 0.5 sec to RECENT for the second query. This
allows room for the 2nd query to be processed slightly later than the 1st. 

PERIOD In seconds, how often to fetch and emit new data.

You query these using a statement along the following lines:

SELECT NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN, NODE_ID, NET_INPUT_ROWS, NET_INPUT_BYTES, NET_OUTPUT_ROWS,

NET_OUTPUT_BYTES FROM TABLE (sys_boot.mgmt.getStreamOperatorInfo(0, 10));

Note: Columns do not require quotation marks.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.
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Note that the above query uses '0' for SESSION. This tells s-Server "give me information on
all sessions." This query returns a result along the following lines:
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To see all the info about all the statements that belong to session 7338, run the query:

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.getStreamGraphInfo(7338, 0));

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Filtering Data

You can restrict your results using a SELECT list or WHERE clauses, and you can compute
expressions based on the telemetry data. That is, you can use SQL to limit or filter telemetry
data. The management views SESSIONS_VIEW and STATEMENTS_VIEW may both be
useful in identifying graphs and nodes related to your streaming application. 

All streams created by users have a NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN that corresponds to the fully
qualified sql name of the stream, which has the format [LOCALDB, <schema>, <stream
name>]. 

Therefore, you could filter for only named streams by running the following query:

SELECT STREAM * FROM STREAM(sys_boot.mgmt.getStreamOperatorInfoForever(0, 10)) WHERE

NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN LIKE '%LOCALDB%';

To filter only streams from a particular schema, you could run a query along the following
lines:

SELECT STREAM * FROM STREAM(sys_boot.mgmt.getStreamOperatorInfoForever(0, 10)) WHERE

NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN LIKE '%LOCALDB, my-schema%';

You can also query individual columns, as in 

SELECT STREAM NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN, NODE_ID, NET_INPUT_ROWS, NET_INPUT_BYTES, 

NET_OUTPUT_ROWS, NET_OUTPUT_BYTES FROM

STREAM(sys_boot.mgmt.getStreamOperatorInfoForever(0, 10));

A full list of columns for each virtual table/stream appears at the end of this page.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Table/Stream Descriptions

Stream Graph Virtual Table/Stream
(getStreamGraphInfo/getStreamGraphInfoForever)

This table/stream returns rows for each stream graph. A stream graph generally corresponds
to one SQL statement (DML or query). Stream graph data offers you an overview of how a
particular node in a stream graph is processing data, including information on how much data
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it has processed since inception (in bytes and rows), how quickly it is processing data, and
how much data it has output since inception.

We recommend looking at StreamGraphInfo first. Once you have identified a stream graph
with issues, you can then use StreamOperatorInfo to see how the operation is doing in more
detail, likely by filtering on graph_id, which serves as a foreign key between the two
tables/streams. 

The set of columns fall into four groups: identification, description, status, and statistics.
Identification and description are stable identifiers and characteristics for the node, including
numerical identifiers for the node and stream_graph, and so on. Status and statistics offer
information on what the stream node is doing now, how long it has been doing it, how much
data it has processed, how quickly it is doing so, and so on. The former are useful for
determining information about a node, and the latter are useful for understanding how the
stream node is performing.

Identification and Descriptive Columns

node_id is a varchar. It consists of a dotted pair of integers, such as 1.0 or 2.3. The first
number represents the stream graph, and the second the stream graph node. 1.0 means
node #0 in stream graph #1,  and 4.3 means node #3 in stream graph #4.

graph_id is the same as the first (graph) part of node_id.  It is provided as a column to serve
as a foreign key.

name_in_query_plan is for advanced debugging. It is a generated name that matches the
logical and physical query plans as reported in the s-Server trace log. The overall structure of
the data flow graph is indicated by listing the node_id of the input neighbor and the output
neighbor. 

Note: The s-Server query makes a unique identifier for each stream node. 

Status Fields

These fields are helpful in answering questions like "why is my pipeline stuck?" or "why won't
the scheduler do what I want it to do next?" Important columns include the following:

· sched_state. Whether node is blocked (needs more input / needs room to output),
suspended, finished, or ready to run. The values of sched_state are:

o R*  running

o R  ready to run

o N   not runnable, because a neighbor is running

o B  blocked for data (underflow or overflow)

o T  suspended externally,

o E  finished (has reached end of input stream)
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o C stream graph is closed (but can be re-opened and re-executed)

o Z  stream graph was removed (SQL statement is closed).

· last_exec_result. Indicates why the node is blocked. UND means underflow, and OVR
means overflow. EOS means the node has seen the end-of-stream marker in its input; it is
finished.

· num_busy_neighbors. When the data engine puts a double-buffer between two adjacent
data nodes, they both can run at the same time. But when a single-buffer lies between two
adjacent data nodes, only one can run at a time. A value num_busy_neighbors > 0 means
the node is blocked because of a busy buffer.

· input_rowtime_clock. The rowtime field of the next available input row, or else the next input
rowtime bound.

· output_rowtime_clock. The rowtime field of the latest row output by this node. The clock
rowtimes show how far the data has progressed down the pipeline. 

o This shows latency, overall and between nodes. This is important for diagnosing
when a pipeline is stuck because a node is waiting for an earlier row from an empty
input buffer. 

Input and output are measured in bytes and bytes/sec. Input and output are also measured in
rows and rows/sec when possible. Most stream operators process row by row, and so can
count rows. But a few process a whole buffer at a time, and since row-length can vary, we
don't pay the cost of converting, and sometimes report null for the stats in terms of rows. 

A full list of columns and descriptions appears at the end of this page.

Stream Operator (Node) Virtual Table/Stream
(getStreamOperatorInfo/getStreamOperatorInfoForever)

This table/stream offers you an overview of how a node (also known as a stream operator) is
processing data.

Columns for these rows fall into four groups: identification, description, status, and statistics.
Identification and description are stable identifiers and characteristics for the stream, including
numerical identifiers for the stream graph, its session number, and so on. Status and
statistics offer information on what the stream graph is doing now, how long it has been doing
it, how much data it has processed, how quickly it is doing so, and so on. The former are
useful for determining information about a stream graph, and the latter are useful for
understanding how the stream graph is performing.

Identification columns consist of graph_id and statement_id. These are both unique numerical
identifiers.

Description columns include session_id, source_sql, is_global_nexus, is_auto_close,
num_nodes, and num_data_buffers. These tell you what the stream looks like before any
processing occurs. 
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Status columns include sched_state, num_live_nodes, and num_data_buffers. These
columns tell you how the scheduler is handling the stream, as well as how many active nodes
the stream is engaging.

Statistics columns include net_execution_time, net_schedule_time, net_input_bytes, net_input_rows,
net_input_rate, net_input_row_rate, net_output_bytes, net_output_rows, net_output_rate, and

net_output_row_rate. 

A full list of columns and descriptions appears at the end of this page.

Server Info Virtual Table/Stream (getServerInfo/getServerInfoForever)

The Server Info Virtual Table provides a summary of the entire server. This includes
information on the number of currently active sessions, the number of currently active SQL
statements, the number of currently executing threads and the number of stream graphs
currently open.

A full list of columns and descriptions appears at the end of this page.

Common Use Cases

Using Telemetry to Track Memory Use

Telemetry tracks two kinds of memory:

· Some stream operators/nodes require a significant amount of auxiliary memory. For
example, windowed aggregation requires remembering data from past rows, and this is
kept in a window structure that can be large. The amount of auxiliary memory can vary over
time. The Stream Node Table/Stream (getStreamOperatorInfo) keeps track of the current
memory used by a stream operator/node in the net_memory_bytes column. It also tracks
the maximum value since the operator started in the max_memory_bytes column. Each
node, represented by row in getStreamOperatorInfo has its own pair of values. You can
query these columns with a statement along the following lines:

SELECT STREAM net_memory_bytes, max_memory_bytes from

stream(sys_boot.mgmt.getStreamOperatorInfoForever(0, 1));

· The other kind of memory that can be significant is that used by the data buffers that s-
Server uses to pass rows from node to node. You can track this memory using the Stream
Graph Table/Stream. In the Stream Graph Table, keeps track of the total of all the buffers in
the graph plus all the auxiliary memory required by all the nodes in the graph in the
net_memory_bytes column. It also tracks the maximum over the lifetime of the stream
graph in the max_memory_bytes column. You can query these columns with a statement
along the following lines:

SELECT STREAM net_memory_bytes, max_memory_bytes from

stream(getStreamGraphInfoForever(0, 1));

Counting Total Records or Bytes Read in From External Sources

You can get information on bytes or rows read by a stream graph by calling
getStreamGraphInfo() for a session in your application. To identify your application's session,
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we recommend looking at sys_boot.mgmt.sessions_view. You may also be able to identify
your application's stream graph by looking at the column NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN. For
named streams, these correspond to the fully qualified sql name of the stream, which has the
format [LOCALDB, <schema>, <stream name>]. 

To get information on bytes or rows read into a stream graph, query the following columns:

Column Type Description

net_input_b
ytes

Bigint Overall input read by the stream graph since it started, in bytes.

net_input_r
ows 

Bigint Overall input read by the stream graph since it started, in rows.

net_input_r
ate 

Double Overall input rate, averaged since the stream graph started, as
bytes/sec.

net_input_r
ow_rate

Double Overall input rate, averaged since the stream graph started, as
rows/sec.

net_output_
bytes 

Bigint Overall output written by the stream graph since it started, in bytes.

net_output_
rows

Bigint Overall output written by the stream graph since it started, in rows.

net_output_
rate 

Double Overall output rate, averaged since the stream graph started, as
bytes/sec.

net_output_
row_rate

Double Overall output rate, averaged since the stream graph started, as
rows/sec.

     

                                                                                      

       

Overall input means the total input that enters the stream graph from the outside. 

Measuring Throughput In and Out of s-Server

To determine total throughput, you can aggregate the throughput columns emitted by
getStreamGraphInfo(). Because getStreamGraphInfo() lists all stream graphs, including
those used internally by s-Server, you will likely want to filter on the columns session_id,
graph_id, or statement_id in order to limit your aggregation to only those stream graphs used
by your application.
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Moving Telemetry Data into a Native Stream

You can use a pump to move telemetry data into a stream that you've created. You first need
to set up a stream that will accept columns, in order, from the telemetry table/stream that you
want to use. The example below uses columns from getStreamOperatorInfoForever().

CREATE OR REPLACE SCHEMA "telemetry-results";

SET schema '"telemetry-results"';

CREATE OR REPLACE STREAM "telemetry-results-stream"

(NODE_ID VARCHAR(32),

LAST_EXEC_RESULT VARCHAR(32),

NET_INPUT_ROWS BIGINT,

INPUT_ROWTIME_CLOCK TIMESTAMP,

NET_INPUT_BYTES BIGINT,

NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN VARCHAR(32),

NET_OUTPUT_ROWS BIGINT,

OUTPUT_ROWTIME_CLOCK TIMESTAMP,

NET_OUTPUT_BYTES BIGINT

)

;

CREATE OR REPLACE PUMP "telemetry-results"."my-Pump" STOPPED AS

INSERT INTO "telemetry-results"."telemetry-results-stream"

(NODE_ID, LAST_EXEC_RESULT, NET_INPUT_ROWS, INPUT_ROWTIME_CLOCK, NET_INPUT_BYTES,

NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN, NET_OUTPUT_ROWS, OUTPUT_ROWTIME_CLOCK, NET_OUTPUT_BYTES)

SELECT STREAM NODE_ID, LAST_EXEC_RESULT, NET_INPUT_ROWS, INPUT_ROWTIME_CLOCK,

NET_INPUT_BYTES, NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN, NET_OUTPUT_ROWS, OUTPUT_ROWTIME_CLOCK,

NET_OUTPUT_BYTES FROM STREAM (sys_boot.mgmt.getStreamOperatorInfoForever(0, 1));

--selects columns from telemetry Stream Operator stream

By default, pumps are created as stopped. That means when you initially create them, they
don't move any data.

To start the pump, enter the following line:

ALTER PUMP "telemetry-results"."my-Pump" START;

To query the new stream, enter the following line:

SELECT STREAM * from "telemetry-results"."telemetry-results-stream";

How RECENT Works

Here the 2 requests session 2, and the 0 require a snapshot no older than 0 secs. That is, it
forces a new snapshot.

If you asked instead:

  SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.getStreamGraphInfo(2, 5));

the system would use a snapshot it already had if this snapshot was no older than 5 seconds.
(If that data is good enough, it saves a little work to use the existing snapshot.)
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Or consider:

  SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.getStreamGraphInfo(0, 0));

Session = 0 means report on all sessions (since the lowest session ID is 1).

You can use RECENT to match queries:

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.getServerInfo(0, 0));

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.getStreamGraphInfo(0, 2));

SELECT * FROM TABLE(SYS_BOOT.MGMT.getStreamOperatorInfo(0, 2));

We want all 3 parts to come from the same snapshot, so that all the data is consistent. Note
that the 1st query forces a new snapshot, and the following 2 queries accept stale data (up to
2 seconds state). They will thus re-use the snapshot from the 1st query.

Version 6.0 Feature 

As of version 6.0, you no longer need to use the preface SYS_BOOT.MGMT.

Full List of Column Descriptions

The following tables list all columns, types, and definitions for the telemetry virtual tables.

Stream Graph Virtual Table Column Types and Definitions 

Column Name Type Definition

measured_at timestamp not null Time of query snapshot.

graph_id int not null Numerical identifier for stream graph. Numbered from 1 as
graphs are added to scheduler. The same column appears in
the Stream Node Virtual Table, serving as a foreign key. You
can use graph_id in conjunction with the Stream Node table to
learn more about individual nodes in a graph.

name_in_query_plan varchar A generated name that matches the logical and physical query

plans as reported in the s-Server trace log. All streams
created by users have a NAME_IN_QUERY_PLAN
that corresponds to the fully qualified name of the
stream, which has the format [LOCALDB,
<schema>, <stream name>]. 

statement_id int 0 if not from a SQL statement. These are listed in the
monitoring view called STATEMENTS_VIEW. See s-Server
Features for Managing and Monitoring  for more details.

session_id int Numerical identifier for the session, which is equates to JDBC
Connection to s-Server. These are listed in the monitoring view
called SESSIONS_VIEW. See s-Server Features for Managing
and Monitoring  for more details.

source_sql varchar(2048) SQL for statement.

sched_state char(1) State of the stream graph in the scheduler. Either B
(blocked).O(pen), C(losed), R(unnable), or E(nd of Stream)
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Column Name Type Definition

close_mode char(4) When the stream graph was closed, and how it was closed.

is_global_nexus boolean Indicates a named stream. These are defined by a CREATE
STREAM statement. They are freestanding nodes to which
other stream graphs can connect and disconnect, in order to
receive or deliver data.

is_auto_close boolean Whether or not the stream will close automatically at state E

num_nodes int not null Number of nodes in the stream graph. These may be shared
with other stream graphs, as in the case of named streams.

num_live_nodes int not null Number of open nodes not at state E.

num_data_buffers int not null Number of data buffers between nodes. 

 Note:  Two adjacent nodes share a data buffer; the upstream
node writes rows to the buffer, and the downstream node
reads rows from the buffer. 

total_execution_time double Time spent executing this stream graph in seconds.

total_opening_time double Time spent setting up this stream graph in seconds. 

Note: When a user sends a SQL query to the
server, the query engine sends a query plan to the
data engine layer. The data engine then "sets up" the
query, by performing a number of steps, including
allocating and initializing software objects that do the
data operations, allocating data buffers to stand
between the operators, adding to internal control &
bookkeeping data structures, and connecting the
graph to one or more global nexuses.

total_closing_time double Time spent tearing down this graph in seconds.

Note: When the user ends the query, the data
engine stops executing the stream graph and does
the set-up in reverse.

net_input_bytes Bigint Overall input read by the stream graph since it
started, in bytes.

net_input_rows Bigint Overall input read by the stream graph since it
started, in rows.

net_input_rate Double Overall input rate, averaged since the stream graph
started, as bytes/sec.

net_input_row_rate Double Overall input rate, averaged since the stream graph
started, as rows/sec.

net_output_bytes Bigint Overall output written by the stream graph since it
started, in bytes.
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Column Name Type Definition

net_output_rows Bigint Overall output written by the stream graph since it
started, in rows.

net_output_rate Double Overall output rate, averaged since the stream graph
started, as bytes/sec.

net_output_row_rate Double Overall output rate, averaged since the stream graph
started, as rows/sec.

max_memory_bytes bigint Maximum bytes of working memory since stream graph
opened.

net_output_row_rate double Data output flow from the stream graph in rows written since
opened.

when_opened timestamp System time when stream graph was opened.

when_started timestamp System time of first execution of stream graph.

when_finished timestamp System time of latest execution of stream graph.

when_closed timestamp System time when stream graph was closed.

Stream Nodes Virtual Table Column Types and Definitions (getStreamOperatorInfo)

Column name Type Definition

measured_at timestamp not null Time of query snapshot.

node_id varchar(8) not null Node identifier, such as 4.6 for the 6th node in the 4th stream
graph

graph_id int not null Graph identifier. This column also appears in the Stream
Graphs table/stream.

source_sql varchar(2048) SQL for stream graph.

num_inputs int not null Count of input neighbors.

input_nodes varchar(64) not null node_id numerical identifier of input neighbors. 

num_outputs int not null Count of output neighbors.

output_nodes varchar(64) not null node_id numerical identifier of output neighbors. 

sched_state char(2) State of node in scheduler. Either C(losed), E(ended), R*
(running), R(unnable), or B (blocked).

last_exec_result char(3) Latest code returned by ExecStream::execute() eg
UND(erflow), OVR(overflow)

num_busy_neighbors int When positive, indicates that this node is blocked because
some neighboring nodes are busy.

input_rowtime_clock timestamp Rowtime of the latest input row read by this node.

output_rowtime_clock timestamp Rowtime of the latest output row written by this node.

execution_count bigint Number of times this node has been executed by the
scheduler.

started_at  timestamp System time of first execution.

latest_at timestamp System time of latest execution.

net_execution_time double Total time node has executed in seconds.
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Column name Type Definition

net_schedule_time double Total overhead scheduling for operator in seconds.

net_input_bytes Bigint Overall input read by the stream node since it
started, in bytes.

net_input_rows Bigint Overall input read by the stream node since it
started, in rows.

net_input_rate Double Overall input rate, averaged since the stream node
started, as bytes/sec.

net_input_row_rate Double Overall input rate, averaged since the stream node
started, as rows/sec.

net_output_bytes Bigint Overall output written by the stream node since it
started, in bytes.

net_output_rows Bigint Overall output written by the stream node since it
started, in rows.

net_output_rate Double Overall output rate, averaged since the stream node
started, as bytes/sec.

net_output_row_rat
e

Double Overall output rate, averaged since the stream node
started, as rows/sec.

Server Info Virtual Table

The Server Info Virtual Table provides a snapshot of the entire server instance. Because it
summarizes the entire server, this table has only one row.
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Column Type Meaning

measured_at timestamp not
null

Time of snapshot.

is_running boolean not null Whether or not server is running.

is_licensed boolean not null Whether or not server has some kind of license.

license_kind varchar(32) Type of license.

license_version varchar(32) Version number for license.

is_throttled boolean not null Whether or not the server is currently throttled.

num_sessions int Number of currently active sessions.

num_statements int Number of currently active SQL statements.

started_at timestamp Time server started.

throttled_at timestamp Time throttling started. If server is not throttled, value is null.

throttle_level double Throughput limit enforced by throttling.  If server is not throttled,
value is null.

num_exec_threads int Number of currently executing threads.

num_stream_graphs_open int Number of stream graphs currently open.

num_stream_graphs_close
d

int Number of stream graphs currently closed.

num_stream_operators int Number of stream operated.

num_stream_graphs_open
_ever

int Number of stream graphs opened since server started.

num_stream_graphs_close
d_ever

int Number of stream graphs closed since server started.

net_memory_bytes bigint Total bytes of working memory.

max_memory_bytes bigint Max bytes of working memory since server started.

usage_at timestamp Timestamp of last usage snapshot.

usage_since timestamp Usage data is from usage_since to usage_at.

usage_reported_at timestamp Timestamp of last successful upload of usage data.

net_input_bytes bigint Overall input read by the server since it started, in bytes

net_output_bytes bigint Overall output written by the server since it started, in bytes

net_input_bytes_today bigint Total input data since midnight.

8 Correctness Mode

Guavus s-Server runs in corrrectness mode, whereby Guavus s-Server ensures that every
query produces the correct result, even if the query's data sources are running slow. (This is
the only mode for s-Server.)

Correctness mode is closely related to the idea of query time. Guavus s-Server lets the data
determine how fast the clock at the heart of each query ticks. Without that data flowing, the
query's clock does not tick. It does not matter whether the producer has crashed, the network
connection from the producer has gone down, or that the producer simply has no data to
send; if the query receives no data from the producer, it will wait until it does.
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Example

For example, consider the schema and query:

CREATE STREAM Orders ( ... );

CREATE STREAM Shipments ( ... );

CREATE VIEW ShippedOrders AS

  SELECT STREAM *

  FROM Orders

    JOIN Shipments OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR FOLLOWING)

    ON Orders.orderId = Shipments.orderId;

SELECT STREAM *

  FROM ShippedOrders

  WHERE city = 'New York';

Let's suppose that there are two JDBC clients creating orders, called Client A and Client B,
as shown in Figure 1.

Both clients have both prepared the following statement via JDBC:

INSERT INTO Orders (ROWTIME, orderId, custId, prodId, quantity)

    VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?)

A third client, Client C, is inserting into the Shipments stream.

If client A has just created an order timestamped 10:00, then the query on ShippedOrders
cannot emit a record containing that order until it is known that client B does not intend to
create an order timestamped earlier than 10:00. It does not matter whether client B is offline,
busy doing other processing, or simply has no orders to place. The system will wait for it
because it is currently the slowest client.

When client B now comes online and writes orders timestamped 10:15 and 10:30, client A
becomes the slowest client inserting orders into the Shipments stream. Note: If client B was
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to send a rowtime bound of 10:30, indicating that it had no rows before 10:30, it would have
the same effect.

If client B were to close its prepared JDBC statement, it is no longer considered by the query
clock. The query clock only needs to wait for connected producers. By disconnecting, client B
loses the right to send those orders timestamped 10:15 and 10:30. By the time it reconnects,
the query clock may have moved on, say to 10:25, and the 10:15 record will be rejected.

Timeliness mode

Correctness mode makes it easy to write applications that always produce the right results,
even in a complex distributed system with many clients and servers, and many interacting
streams, views and pumps. But correctness mode is not suitable for every application,
because some applications would rather produce a result that is possibly incorrect than wait
for one or two producers that are running slow.

For these applications, you can use techniques to mitigate the effects of correctness mode.
There are two ways to improve timeliness:

1. Send explicit rowtime bounds. This tells Guavus s-Server that it can safely move its
query time forward to the rowtime bound.

2. Close idle INSERT statements. This tells Guavus s-Server not to wait for that
producer.

The approaches described above, along with the advice on time and streaming data, will
allow you to build an application that delivers rows with the right combination of timeliness and
correctness.

9 Promoting a SQLstream Application

There are two approaches to application promotion:

1. Script-based

2. Checkpoint-based

Script-based application promotion

The application is maintained as a set of scripts, which can be source controlled. All local
data is added via SQL scripts which can be applied to target Guavus s-Server repositories
using SQLline.

Care must be taken to always develop and test using application instances built cleanly from
the scripts, rather than making manual adjustments - whether using SQLstream s-Studio or
SQLline - to the SQLstream repository objects and data.

Checkpoint-based application promotion

This approach assumes that the application is represented by the entire content of the
Guavus s-Server repository.
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To promote the application, do the following three operations:

· Cause a checkpoint to be produced on the source system (for example, by a clean
shutdown of Guavus s-Server or a user-initiated checkpoint.

o A checkpoint backup of the repository is created if you stop the Guavus s-
Server by typing !quit or !kill into the Guavus s-Server terminal window. (See
Starting and Stopping Guavus s-Server.) Typing Ctrl+C in that window can
also stop the server, but does not not create a checkpoint backup of the
repository. The next restart of the server will restore the previous checkpoint
backup, lacking any changes made to repository objects since that prior
backup. Typing Ctrl+C should only be done in extreme circumstances.

· Copy the checkpoint files to the target system, replacing the checkpoint there.

· Restart SQLstream.

Post promotion actions

It may be necessary to modify some elements of the application. For example, to relocate
from development to test, alterations may be needed to the URLs or other options for foreign
streams, which can be achieved by either of the following two operations:

1. By (automatically) editing the catalog file before starting Guavus s-Server, or

2. By running a SQL script against the catalog once Guavus s-Server is started.

After doing either 1 or 2, make sure to checkpoint the final definition. Otherwise, if it falls over,
you have to do the conversion again. Use a command such as:

$ checkpoint --createnamed finalDefinition

10 Restoring The Database

A checkpoint is a tarball that contains the SQLstream metadata and local table data as of a
specific moment in time. The checkpoint can be created either by a user-initiated checkpoint
or a 'graceful shutdown' of the SQLstream engine. A user-initiated checkpoint can be named
or not; an automatic checkpoint resulting from a graceful shutdown does not have a name.
For more detail, see the topic Starting and Stopping Guavus s-Server.

Upon restart after a graceful shutdown, SQLstream automatically restores the most recent
checkpoint backup. 

To use a previous named checkpoint, the following command can be used:

   $ checkpoint --restorenamed foobar

See also Backups and Code Control.
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11 Working with Checkpoints

All SQLstream metadata, and all local data stored in tables associated with the SYS_FTRS
row store, are stored in an in-memory database.

This data is only saved to a persistent store (a data file) when Guavus s-Server is shut down
gracefully, or when the user explicitly creates a checkpoint as described in User-initiated
Checkpoints below.

When Guavus s-Server is shut down normally, data in the in-memory database is serialized
to disk. This is called a checkpoint.

Both creating or restoring checkpoints can only be done when the server is not running. The
checkpoint script will give an error message if you try to run it when the server is also running.

Starting or stopping the server normally involves using checkpoints. Before you start it the first
time, the server script creates an initial checkpoint. And when you stop the server normally, it
creates a checkpoint immediately after the server stops, then restores from that checkpoint
when you restart the server.

How are checkpoints saved?

Checkpoints are saved into the $SQLSTREAM_HOME/catalog/checkpoint directory in the form of
a data file. 

Note: $SQLSTREAM_HOME refers to the installation directory for s-Server, such
as /opt/sqlstream/6.0.0.XXX. 

Previous checkpoints are compressed into a tarball and moved into the
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/catalog/checkpoints.old directory.

What happens if the Guavus s-Server process is killed or cancelled?

Any changes made to local data and to the metadata will be lost.

Specifying a Checkpoint

You can specify an initial checkpoint in /etc/default/s-Serverd. A checkpoint creates a known
good point from which Guavus s-Server can start applying changes recorded to the log when
recovering after a crash or unexpected shutdown. This allows you to have the server start on
server bootup in a known state.

To do so, add the following line to /etc/default/s-Serverd:

SQLSTREAM_INITIAL_CHECKPOINT=<checkpoint name>

Restarting sserverd from a Checkpoint

To roll back to an old checkpoint when running as a service, copy the desired checkpoint into
$SQLSTREAM_HOME/catalog/checkpoint (the default checkpoint) and restart sserverd.
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User-initiated Checkpoints

You can manually invoke the checkpointing mechanism.

On an installed system, simulate a clean-exit checkpoint by running

 $ checkpoint --create

This command creates a tarball backup of the checkpoint directory, and then copies the
current catalog to the checkpoint directory. (The checkpoint directory contains the files you
need when promoting a SQLstream application from dev to test to production, i.e., the files
you would want to move to the target system.)

Working with Named Checkpoints

You can create a named checkpoint to created a named tarball for transfer to the target
system. On the source system, enter the following command:

 $ checkpoint --createnamed foobar

Then transfer that named tarball to the target system, such as by using a command like the
following:

 $ scp catalog/checkpoints.named/foobar.tgz \

                    target-system:installed-dir/catalog/checkpoints.named

Once you have done so, you can restore the entire checkpoint on the target system by using
a command along the following lines:

 $ checkpoint --restorenamed foobar

You can use --deleteNamed <name> to delete a named checkpoint. 

You can also use --listNamed to list named repositories.

Note: The checkpoint script is located in $SQLSTREAM_HOME/bin. It relies on a script
called defineAspenRuntime.sh. This script also manages the server and various other utilities,
and reads the various environment files for the server, the catalog, and other system
elements.

12 Guavus s-Server Licensing

Guavus s-Server supports multi-threaded architecture. It leverages multiple CPU cores
common in today's servers by executing queries in parallel. You can configure the number of
parallel threads before starting up Guavus s-Server. In most cases, Guavus s-Server will run
as many parallel threads for every available CPU cores on a host machine. Nevertheless, that
the optimum number of parallel threads is influenced by the anatomy of queries running in s-
Server's runtime.

SQLstream requires a license to run at full capacity. When you first install Guavus s-Server, you register

for a license, and will receive an email from our license server with a link that lets you activate this
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license. Once you activate your license, you can run s-Server for 60 days of product evaluation. This trial

license places no limit on the number of parallel number of threads in Guavus s-Server. 

After 60 days, you will need to purchase a license in order to keep running s-Server at full capacity.

Once you do, SQLstream will automatically update your license.

If you do not update your license, s-Server will continue to run on a community license. This license

allows you to run s-Server at a lower capacity, as long as s-Server can report usage information to

SQLstream. With a community license, you can process 1GB of data initially, afterward processing

drops to 1GB/day, or 12.1KB per second.

Licensing Process

Like many products, s-Server manages licensing with a secure link over the Internet. It is best to run s-

Server on a machine with Internet access. If your initial installation is behind a firewall, you will need to

set a Linux environment variable called https_proxy in order to access the license server. See Installing

Behind a Firewall below.

When you install s-Server, the installer asks for your name, email address, and the name of your

company.

The first time you start s-Server, it communicates with SQLstream's license server and creates an

entitlement identification for your installation. (s-Server stores this entitlement id in s-

Server/catalog/entitlementId.txt.) 

When you finish running the installer, check your email. You should receive an email from SQLstream's

license server with a link to activate your license. Click this link to activate your license.

You will receive an email indicating that the license has been activated. You can now run s-Server for 60

days at full capacity.

Installing with a Trial License Behind a Firewall

If your initial installation is behind a firewall, you can set a  Linux environment variable called https_proxy

in order to access the license server. Your proxy server must support https (SSL), but cannot require a

user name and password.

You do so with a command along the following lines:

export https_proxy=[your proxy address] 

This command will set the https_proxy for the current session. 

You can also append a proxy definition to starting s-server manually:
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./https_proxy=[your proxy address] s-server

To use a proxy with s-serverd, best practice is to add the following line to /etc/default/s-serverd:

https_proxy=[your proxy address] 

This link gives examples of using this variable: http://www.cyberciti.biz/faq/linux-unix-set-proxy-

environment-variable/

Note: http_proxy will not work. Also, SQLstream does not support a username and password in the

proxy variable.

Manually Installing Licenses

In rare cases, you may need to install a license manually in collaboration with SQLstream's technical

support. To do so, place a license file in $SQLSTREAM_HOME. s-Server will automatically find the

license. When you place a license file in $SQLSTREAM_HOME, s-Server is using a manually-installed

license and no longer requires over-the-network licensing.

Note: earlier versions of s-Server used trust store licensing. This version uses over-the-network and

manually-installed licensing only.

Note on Network Use and Server Startup Delays

When you manually install a license, s-Server will not update licenses and will not report usage. In order

to completely disable any network communication, you can create an entitlementId.txt file in the server's

catalog directory. Copy the entitlement id of the manual license into it. 

You may need to do so in order to avoid server startup delays where the s-server is behind a firewall and

cannot report back. Even an empty entitlementId.txt would prevent network activity in this case

What Happens if I Uninstall and Reinstall s-Server?

If you uninstall during the trial period, the installer will delete the installation directory and you'll get a new

trial license. 

Can I Extend My Trial License?

If you are using a community license, your license continues as long as s-Server can contact

SQLstream and report your usage.

If your trial license expires, in most cases SQLstream will extend your trial license. Contact

sqlstream.support@guavus.com to inquire about getting an extended trial. license.
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How Do I Upgrade My License?

Contact sqlstream.support@guavus.com to upgrade your license. In most cases, your license can be

updated over the Internet. If you do not have outgoing Internet access, you may have to install an

upgraded license manually.

When I Extend or Upgrade a License, Do I Need to Restart s-Server?

When you extend or upgrade a license, s-Server will detect the license update during the next license

check cycle. You do not need to restart s-Server.

How Do I Know When a License is About to Expire?

The server logs will have warnings when there are less than 60 days left on the license. You can also

open the license file with a text editor and look at the human readable section for the expiration date.

Do I Need to Terminate a License?

You do not need to take any specific actions to terminate a license.

How Are Licenses Set?

Licenses are set by host, along the following lines: 

HOSTID=HOSTNAME=aBigCompany.com.

Sample License

INCREMENT engine sqlstreamd 6.0 29-may-2019 uncounted \

    VENDOR_STRING="name:enterprise max-threads:0 \

    installation-id:null license-check-period:2h \

    usage-check-period:never usage-report-period:never \

    throttle-when:never" \

    HOSTID=HOSTNAME=aBigCompany.com \

    ISSUER="SQLstream Inc." ISSUED=29-may-2018 START=28-may-2018 \

    SIGN="1674 9512 36C1 7A97 3010 13D5 6C61 16CE 9E93 3942 AFA6 \

    D95F 0C1F 0380 589F 1F50 279F 4C28 429E 7D0F 392A 7EDE 7DA7 \

    25EB E512 CE8A A3F4 7CC5 B47C 0EC6" SIGN2=62FDF9A011B0

INCREMENT mtScheduler sqlstreamd 3.0 11-jul-2018 uncounted \

    HOSTID=HOSTNAME=aStandardsConsultant.com ISSUER="SQLstream Inc." \

    ISSUED=12-may-2018 START=11-may-2018 SIGN="0D7A B515 987B 66A6 \

    1DAF A7CE 8717 2D04 71DC 88E7 0070 773E FCD7 6B2E 3A91 0654 \

    1E4F C3EE E935 BB07 7D2B 8C77 50CF 88AD DB55 BD0B E7BC 1D1D \

    5D7F 19B0" SIGN2=AC358C26A4FC

13 Running Multiple Instances of s-Server

You may install multiple instances of s-Server on a single host machine, in order for multiple developers

to have their instances of s-Server on a multi-tenant deployment. You may also install multiple instances
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for testing, as well as for validation of federated/distributed deployment of Guavus SQLstream suite of

products in a multinode cluster.

In order to run multiple instances of s-Server on the same system, you need to change the way you

install a second instance of s-Server. 

When you run the installer as root or with sudo privileges, the installer does several things that interfere

with running a second instance with the same settings:

1. The installer creates a user with the default username of "sqlstream" and installs s-Server and s-

Server clienttools as this user. 

2. The installer installs s-Server as a linux service, s-serverd. The linux service starts up s-Server as the

"sqlstream" user. 

3. The installer uses the default installation directory /opt/sqlstream/ and default tracelog

directory /var/log/sqlstream.

Only one instance of Guavus s-Server can be set up to start/stop as a linux service. As a result, if you

try to install a second instance with root privileges, the installer will overwrite earlier the installation of the

linux service unless the installer is instructed not to install as a service.

So, to install a second instance using a super-user, you need to make changes in the steps below. You

can also run this installer form the command line and pass in these properties. See Appendix:

Command-line Installation for more details.

The Installation Directories page. Here, you need to change the installation directories. For example,

you might change these to the following:
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The Server Port Number page. By default, port is set to 5570. You need to change it to something like

5670. Note: Make sure the new port is not in use.

The Service/Daemon page. Here, you need to deselect the Create the s-serverd Service option:

The Server User page. Here, you need to change the name of the user to be created by the installer,

to something like sqlstream2:
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The WebAgent Service/Daemon page appears. Here, you need to deselect the Create the webagentd

Service option. In order to run webAgent with a second instance of s-Server, you will need to change

its default port. See the topic webAgent in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details.

The Create Dashboard Service page. Here, you need to deselect the Create the s-dashboardd Service

option. In order to run s-Dashboard with a second instance of s-Server, you will need to change its

default port. See the Guavus  s-Dashboard Guide for more details.
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Once you install s-Server, you will need to manually start it. 

To do so:

1. Navigate to the second instance's installation directory, such as /opt/sqlstream2/6.0.0.

2. Navigate to s-Server/bin

3. Enter su <the user you created>, such as su sqlstream2

4. Enter ./s-Server

To start this instance in the background, you will need to use a Linux command such as nohup. This

command lets the instance continue to run in the background after the terminal is closed. See

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nohup for more details.

Installing a Second Instance as a User Without Root Privileges

Installing as a user without root privileges avoids these problems. First, when the installer is run without

superuser privileges, it cannot be installed as a linux service. When you install as a regular user, the

default location for trace logs is set relative to "installation directory" rather than /var/log/sqlstream.

Having said all that, the problem with installing as a regular user is that you will need to create that user

on your system first. Since installing with root privileges creates a new user, it may be advantageous to

take the steps described above.

When you install an instance as a regular user, you will need to start it in the foreground through a

terminal. To start this instance in the background, you will need to use a Linux command such as

nohup. This command lets the instance continue to run in the background after the terminal is closed.

See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nohup for more details.
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Parameters for Separate Instance

For all instances, you need to make sure the following definitions are unique:

· First, each instance needs to have a unique installation directory.

· Second, each new instance needs a unique port number. From the command line, you can

change this number by changing the property "--serverPort <portnumber>".  The s-Server, when

started, uses that portNumber to accept JDBC connections.

· Third, each instance needs to have a unique trace log directory.

See the topic Configuring SQLstream in the SQLstream Adminstrator Guide for more information.

14 Autoprovisioning s-Server

Once you have a collection of Docker containers running Guavus s-Server, you can deploy a
simple Java application to monitor, through JDBC, how each server is doing. See Installing
the Guavus SQLstream Trial Docker Container in the Guavus s-Server Administrator Guide
for more details on running s-Server in a Docker container.

This Java application can monitor the pipelines and work as a "heartbeat" for s-Server (a
signal indicating that the s-Server in the Docker container is still running) and will be able to
tell if an instance is failing or running normally.

In the event of failure, this Java program can create a new Docker container and run all the
SQL statements that the one that failed was running and add it to the Kafka partition where
the build control node is being made. See Using the Kafka ECDA for Fault Tolerance in the
Guavus s-Server Integration Guide for more details on using Kafka for fault tolerance.

For more information on developing an Java application for autoprovisioning s-Server Docker
containers, please contact SQLstream technical support.

15 Hardening s-Server

For many purposes, running Guavus SQLstream as a single user with no password is fine
when inside a firewalled environment.

If you need JDBC access over the internet or you want to run with multiple users with
restricted privileges, some of the following steps should be taken to harden s-Server:

Configure s-Server to Use SSL

Set a password for the "sa" account

Configure s-Server clients to use passwords

Create other users to limit their privileges

You can also use Sandboxing in s-Server to further limit what users can access.
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Configuring JDBC over SSL

You can enable s-Server to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for secure
communication between itself, sqlline client, and other clients that access s-Server through
JDBC. SSL lets you use server authentication, client authentication, and data encryption. See
Configuring s-Server to Use SSL for more details.

Setting a Password for the "sa" Account

Set a password for the “sa” account. This is the default, and administrative, account for s-
Server.

To do so:

1. Run sqllineClient or sqlline and connect to s-Server.

2. Enter the following:

ALTER USER “sa” IDENTIFIED BY ‘aPassword’;

Configure s-Server Clients to Use a Password

Once you set a password for this user, you will need to configure s-Server clients to use a
password.

To use sqllineClient, you will need to start it using 

sqllineClient –PASSWORD

 or 

sqllineClient –PASSWORD=aPassword”.

You’ll also need to specify user and password in any SQLstream JDBC URLs, along the lines
of:

See the topic SQLstream JDBC Driver for more details.

When connecting to s-Server through sqlline, you can specify a username with -n
<username> and a password by passing -p <password> 

For s-Studio, you can enter a user name and password in the Connection Properties dialog
box.  See Entering a JDBC URL for s-Studio.

To use StreamLab or s-Dashboard after adding user passwords, you will need to set a
default user name and password through WebAgent.

WebAgent has command line arguments for setting the default user/password. See
Command Line Arguments for WebAgent in the Guavus s-Server Integration Guide.
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Creating Other Users and Granting Them Privileges

You can create other users and grant them privileges by following the instructions below. If
you want a more controlled experience for your users, you may want to set up sandboxing.
See Sandboxing in s-Server for more details.

Syntax

CREATE USER <user> [IDENTIFIED BY ‘aPassword’] DEFAULT CATALOG localdb;

This will create a new non-administrator user that by default will not have access to any system tables or

functions (even in non-sandboxed environments).

Only the creator of an object or schema (or the administrator) is allowed to drop or alter it.

Granting Users Permissions

Administrators can use the following SQL to grant access to foreign streams and tables, as well as

system tables and streams or views based on system tables and streams:

GRANT <permission> { , <permission> }

ON <table, stream or view>

TO <user>;

Administrators can use the following SQL to grant access to system functions:

GRANT EXECUTE ON SPECIFIC FUNCTION <function> TO <user>;

List of Permissions

Permission Repository objects to which permission applies

Select Tables, streams, views 

Insert Tables, streams

Update Tables

Delete Streams

Execute User-defined routines ( user defined functions, user defined procedures, or user

defined transforms)
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16 Sandboxing in s-Server

s-Server 6.0.0 lets you implement s-Server in sandboxed mode. This sets up a restricted
environment for non-administrator users; you need to create these users before they can
access the sandboxed environment. This mode prevents users from doing anything that
might be dangerous to either s-Server or other systems, such as deploying a function that
deletes files or using JDBC to access external databases. 

Sandboxing Process

To set up a sandboxed environment, do the following:

1. Log in to s-Server as an administrator.

2. Create a non-administrator user.

3. Alter s-Server to run in "sandboxed" mode.

4. Grant privileges to the non-administrator user.

The non-administrator ("sandboxed") user can then log in to s-Server, but will only be able to
perform a limited set of DDL or DML with granted privileges. These users can create local
tables and streams and query or insert into these, but cannot, for example, create server
objects or foreign tables.

Note: s-Server makes extensive use of server objects and foreign streams to import data. An
administrator will need to grant "sandboxed" users permission to access foreign streams, or
use pumps to move data from foreign streams to local streams. See the Guavus s-Server
Integration Guide for more details. 

Implementing Sandboxing

To implement sandboxing, you need to log on as a user with administrator privileges (the
default s-Server user has such privileges) and execute the following command:

ALTER SYSTEM "sandboxed" = TRUE;

This alters the system (recording in the catalog), putting the following restrictions for non-
administrator users in place:

· Disallows creation of any Java-based user defined function, user defined procedure,
or user defined transform  unless these refer to a Java function that is annotated with
the @AllowedInSandbox annotation.

· Disallows the commands ALTER SYSTEM, ALTER SESSION, CREATE JAR,
IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA, CREATE USER, CREATE SERVER, CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM, and CREATE FOREIGN TABLE.

· Disallows direct access to imported schemas in the SYS_BOOT catalog.
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Non-administrator users can still create indexes, functions, local tables, and local streams in
a sandboxed environment. They can also create views or pumps, provided they have access
to the objects these reference, such as the source and target for a pump.

Setting the sandboxedFeatures Variable

You can sandbox additional features by setting a variable called sandboxedFeatures. This lets
you sandbox the following extra features:

AlterPump

CreateIndex

CreatePumpStarted

CreatePumpStopped

CreateSchema

CreateStream

CreateTable

CreateView

DropSchema

DropStream

Grant

An additional variable, ContextVariables, lets you control the use of context variables such as
USER and CURRENT_PATH.

To do so, you need to log on as a user with administrator privileges (the default s-Server user
has such privileges) and execute a command along the following lines:

alter system set "sandboxedFeatures" = 'ContextVariables,Grant,CreateTable'; 

--sandboxes CreateTable

alter system set "sandboxedFeatures" = 'CreateSchema,CreateView,CreateTable,CreateIndex,Grant,DropSchema,ContextVariables,CreatePumpStarted,AlterPump,CreateStream,DropStream';

--sandboxes all extra features

This variable has no effect unless "sandboxed" is also set to true.

Creating a Non-administrator user

Syntax

CREATE USER <user> [IDENTIFIED BY ‘aPassword’] DEFAULT CATALOG localdb;

This will create a new non-administrator user that by default will not have access to any system tables or

functions (even in non-sandboxed environments).

Only the creator of an object or schema (or the administrator) is allowed to drop or alter it.

Granting Users Permissions

Administrators can use the following SQL to grant access to foreign streams and tables, as well as

system tables and streams or views based on system tables and streams:

GRANT <permission> { , <permission> }

ON <table, stream or view>

TO <user>;
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Administrators can use the following SQL to grant access to system functions:

GRANT EXECUTE ON SPECIFIC FUNCTION <function> TO <user>;

List of Permissions

Permission Repository objects to which permission applies

Select Tables, streams, views 

Insert Tables, streams

Update Tables

Delete Streams

Execute User-defined routines ( user defined functions, user defined procedures, or user

defined transforms)

17 Maintenance

Maintenance includes information on:

Summarizing Error Messages

Promoting a SQLstream Application

Restoring The Database

Session Management

Getting a Stack Dump

17.1 Summarizing Error Messages

Summarizing Error Messages

By default, s-Server reports a periodic summary of errors, in order to avoid bloating the trace
log. However, this means that the global error stream contains only the summary counts and
a few sampled bad rows. If you turn off sampling, you get all the bad rows traced and reported
to the error stream.

To adjust sampling, you can change properties in the aspen.properties file: For more
information on modifying aspen.properties, see the topic Managing Java Parameters in the
Guavus s-Server Administrator Guide.
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When this property is set to false, s-Server reports every late row in both the trace log and
error stream. When this property is set to true, true, s-Server reports the first event and then
reports every 15 seconds after the first event.

aspen.trace.sampleLateRows=false

You can also specify that s-Server report every row that causes a calculator error. When this
property is set to false, s-Server reports every row that causes a calculator error. When this
property is set to true, s-Server reports the first calculator event and then reports calculator
events every 15 seconds.

aspen.trace.sampleFailedRows=true

17.2 Promoting a SQLstream Application

There are two approaches to application promotion:

1. Script-based

2. Checkpoint-based

Script-based application promotion

The application is maintained as a set of scripts, which can be source controlled. All local
data is added via SQL scripts which can be applied to target Guavus s-Server repositories
using SQLline.

Care must be taken to always develop and test using application instances built cleanly from
the scripts, rather than making manual adjustments - whether using SQLstream s-Studio or
SQLline - to the SQLstream repository objects and data.

Checkpoint-based application promotion

This approach assumes that the application is represented by the entire content of the
Guavus s-Server repository.

To promote the application, do the following three operations:

· Cause a checkpoint to be produced on the source system (for example, by a clean
shutdown of Guavus s-Server or a user-initiated checkpoint.

o A checkpoint backup of the repository is created if you stop the Guavus s-
Server by typing !quit or !kill into the Guavus s-Server terminal window. (See
Starting and Stopping Guavus s-Server.) Typing Ctrl+C in that window can
also stop the server, but does not not create a checkpoint backup of the
repository. The next restart of the server will restore the previous checkpoint
backup, lacking any changes made to repository objects since that prior
backup. Typing Ctrl+C should only be done in extreme circumstances.

· Copy the checkpoint files to the target system, replacing the checkpoint there.

· Restart SQLstream.
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Post promotion actions

It may be necessary to modify some elements of the application. For example, to relocate
from development to test, alterations may be needed to the URLs or other options for foreign
streams, which can be achieved by either of the following two operations:

1. By (automatically) editing the catalog file before starting Guavus s-Server, or

2. By running a SQL script against the catalog once Guavus s-Server is started.

After doing either 1 or 2, make sure to checkpoint the final definition. Otherwise, if it falls over,
you have to do the conversion again. Use a command such as:

$ checkpoint --createnamed finalDefinition

17.3 Restoring The Database

A checkpoint is a tarball that contains the SQLstream metadata and local table data as of a
specific moment in time. The checkpoint can be created either by a user-initiated checkpoint
or a 'graceful shutdown' of the SQLstream engine. A user-initiated checkpoint can be named
or not; an automatic checkpoint resulting from a graceful shutdown does not have a name.
For more detail, see the topic Starting and Stopping Guavus s-Server.

Upon restart after a graceful shutdown, SQLstream automatically restores the most recent
checkpoint backup. 

To use a previous named checkpoint, the following command can be used:

   $ checkpoint --restorenamed foobar

See also Backups and Code Control.

17.4 Session Management

SQL contains commands to control the environment of SQL sessions, and to manage
transactions within them.

Commands for session management

The following commands can be used from within a SQL session to control the session
environment. The commands are available in both interactive sessions (for instance, a
session created via SQLLine) and programmatic sessions created via JDBC.

For more details on using SQLline, see the SQLline guide.

SET CATALOG

Sets the name of the catalog from which schemas, tables, and other database objects will be
resolved. The default catalog is called "LOCALDB". You can override the catalog by using
fully-qualified object names:
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SELECT * FROM LOCALDB.SALES.Emps. 

SET SCHEMA

Sets the name of the default schema from which tables, streams and other database objects
will be resolved. For more details, see the topic SET SCHEMA in the s-Server Streaming
SQL Reference Guide.

SET PATH

Sets the path where the system looks to find plugins such as user-defined functions and
foreign servers. For more details, see the topic  SET PATH in the s-Server Streaming SQL
Reference Guide.

Transactional commands

SQLstream has limited support for transations. The SQL standard provides the following
commands, but they may have no effect, or have effect only on data stored in tables.

The commands are available in both interactive and programmatic sessions.

CHECKPOINT

This command is unsupported at this time. SQLstream processes every record with a best
effort guarantee.

COMMIT

This affects only DML operations (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) upon tables. An INSERT to a
stream is automatically committed when it is sent to a Guavus s-Server. For performance
reasons, rows inserted into a stream at not necessarily sent to Guavus s-Server from the
client immediately. Commit behaves like a flush in that respect. Autocommit has the same
effect but on every tuple. So to achieve the best performance, autocommit should be disabled
and commit shouldn't be called.

For tuples inserted into tables, commit behaves in the same fashion as traditional databases.
It causes data to be flushed to disk and ensures that it won't be lost upon a failure to another
operation.

ROLLBACK

This affects only DML syntax (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) upon tables. An INSERT to a
stream cannot be rolled back once it has been sent to a Guavus s-Server. This command
has the standard SQL behavior regarding commits to tables.
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SAVEPOINT

This command is unsupported at this time.

ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT

This command is unsupported at this time.

Administrative commands

There are commands available to an administrator to kill sessions and statements of other
users. For more detail, see the subtopics KILL_SESSION, KILL_STATEMENT,
KILL_STATEMENT_MATCH in Managing and Monitoring.

Client commands for session management

Most interactive JDBC clients have extensive commands for session management. These
commands are often confused with SQL session management commands, especially if they
have similar syntax. For example, in SQLLine you can say

!set timeout 10

Commands of this nature are not sent to the server, and are specific to the client. For details
of these commands, consult the documentation for your JDBC client.

For more details on using SQLline, see the SQLline guide.

JDBC and connection pools

What SQLstream calls a session, JDBC calls a connection. When you create a connection
using the SQLstream JDBC driver, a session is created on the Guavus s-Server. When you
close that connection, the session is closed.

You may choose to use a connection pool to manage sessions. A connection pool reduces
the overhead of creating connections by creating connections in advance, storing unused
connections in a pool, and giving clients a connection from the pool when they ask for a new
connection.

Connection pools are popular in transaction processing environments and application
servers, where there are many threads using connections for short periods of time, which
can make the overhead of creating a connection more significant. In a SQLstream system,
statements (and therefore connections) tend to have long lifetimes. The overhead of creating
connections is lower, and therefore connection pools are not as important.
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17.5 Getting a Stack Dump

For troubleshooting purposes, you may at times need to get a stack dump for s-Server.

To get a stack dump, we recommend using the following command

jstack <process id>

This is more useful if you specify a file name for the stackdump, as in the following:

jstack 12345 > stackdump.txt
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